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Barton 
,takes 
Area III gripes continue 
priority 
By Leigh Hope 
Although there will be some 
minor repairs done at Hood 
House, the University ' health 
facility, structural problems will 
remain, said Gordan Haaland, 
President of UNH. 
The Health Services Facility 
will remain sixteenth on the 
UNH priority list for an indef-
inite time. If a new facility is 
built it will not be for at least 
a year, he said. 
Haaland dropped Hood 
House to . sixteenth on the 
Capital Budget list of eighteen 
projects because he said it would 
have a better chance for funding 
from the State Legislature ar 
a later date. 
Both he and Gregg Sanborn, 
the Dean of Student Affairs, said 
they felt the Legislature would 
be more receptive to the funding 
of an academically-oriented 
project rather than a new health 
facility. 
Sanborn said "because Barton 
DR. PETER PATTERSON 
Hall has been on the priority 
list for so long as an 
academically-oriented project, 
and since UNH is an academic 
institution, it is req:iving top 
priority." 
Haaland said, "It was a de-
cision made in part by the Board_ 
of Trustees to move Barton Hall 
ahead of Hood House and they 
didn't feel they had a chance to 
get funding from the state. 
HOOD-FUNDS, page 20) 
By Jen Vornberger and Dave 
Olson 
Area III Resident Assistants 
(RAs) say there are problems 
with their jobs. Director of 
Residential Life Carol Bischoff 
says there aren't. 
And Scott Chesney, Resi-Life 
associate director, says it's simp-
ly "the classic case of the squeaky 
wheel getting the grease." 
It may be a while before the 
turmoil, which began with the 
resignation of several RAs last 
semester, is resolved. 
Williamson Hall Director Bill 
Currier and two resident assist-
ants were forced to resign at the 
end of last semester. 
Currier was asked to resign 
after he admitted to serving beer 
to underage resident assistants. 
The two RAs resigned after 
University officials broke up 
an outdoor party they were 
attending with other Chris-
tensen residents. 
Residential Life officials re-
fused to comment on the resig-
nations, but the incident sparked 
complaints which continue al-
most a month later. 
"The Residential Life Admin-
istration is the worst part of 
·cool dorm heats residents 
By Ken Fish 
Residents from Stoke Hall 
sent about 200 letters of petition 
to Residential Life last Friday 
complaining about the lack of 
heat in the hall, said Luke 
Kramer, a second floor resident 
assistant (RA) in Stoke Hall. 
Kramer said he instigated the 
petitions because he found many 
residents were complaining 
about the lack of heat. He said 
he sent the p~titio_n, including _ 
a letter of com laint from Stoke 
Hall House Council, to Assistant 
Director of Residential Life 
Scott Chesney. 
Kevin Clavin, a utility engi-
neer from UNH Plant Main-
tenance and Engineering, said 
if 100 percent of the electricity 
for heat demanded by students 
during peak hours was provided, 
then students ' heating bill would 
increase dramatically. 
Chesney said he met with 
John Sanders, director of Plant 
Maintenance ancf Engineering 
and Clavin yesterday to discuss 
the heating problem. 
Clavin said the heating prob-
lem exists because there is ·a 
demand limit based on price 
within the computer control 
. system which cuts off when 
there is too much electricity 
drawn from the system, pushing 
the "demand peak" towards an 
Alert Stage. 
There are three stages of 
The UNH Jazz Band played in the Granite State Room Friday Night. They were accompanied 
by the New Hampshire Gentlemen.(Diana Frye photo) 
being an RA," said one- Chris-
tensen RA who refused to be 
identified. 
"The Residential Life Admin-
istration says to be honest, yet 
when something happens and 
the RA or Hall Director is 
honest or open, they are pun-
ished for it," the RA said. . 
"There are pockets of diffi-
culties which do exist in Area 
III," said Scott Chesney, asso-
ciate director of Residential Life. 
But Bischoff disagreed, saying 
that "current RAs are happy." 
"Overall, I am pleased with 
the direction the Resident As-
sistant program is taking," she 
said. 
Residential Life ~s w~lling to 
"work with those (RAs) for 
whom it ( their situation) isn't 
a good match," she said. 
So far, the current RAs have 
made their complaints anonym-
ously. 
In the Jan. 25 issue of The 
New Hampshire, one William-
son RA was quoted to say Scott 
Chesney had warned that RAs 
who wrote letters to the editor 
of the paper "would be termi-
nated." 
Chesney said the quote was 
taken out of context. 
A poem printed in the Per-
sonals section of the Feb. 5 issue 
of The New Hampshire mocks 
RA-DISMAY, page 25 
Rob Bujeaud, (1) and Chris Beal practice Shotokan Karate in 
New Hampshire Hall.(Robin Stieff photo) -
---
Droll period will 
stay at three weeks 
By Andrea Holbrook 
The Academic Standards Com-
mittee of the Academic Senate 
voted four to three v· ith one 
abstention to leave the drop date 
where it is last Wednesday. 
A report from the Registrar's 
Office said 263 freshman were 
suspended or excluded this year 
compared to 157 last year. The 
Registrar's Office attributed this 
to the new stricter General 
Education Requirements, but 
members of the Student Senate 
said they feel it is al~ J directly 
related to the new dr JP date. 
The report als~ .r aid 28 per-
cent of the upperckssmen grade 
point average_s f,Jl below 2.0, 
a one percent increase over last 
year's figures. The number of 
upperclassmen suspended or 
excluded increased from 143 last 
year to 224 this year. 
Robin Lans, chairperson of 
the Academic Affairs Council 
of the Student Senate, said the 
Student Senate will submit a 
proposal at the March meeting 
of the Academic Senate asking 
to move the drop date back to 
the original seven week dead-
line, to the Executive Board 
of Academic Senate. 
"A recommendation from the 
Executive Board will lend sup-
DROP-DA TE, page 22 
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Soviet dissident describes woriten'S life in USSR 
By Steve Ciarametaro 
Tatiana Mamanovna, a Soviet 
- _ emigi-ee and feminist, spoke 
- about the situation of women 
in the Soviet Union last Thurs-
day in the Hillsboro-Sullivan 
room of the MUB. 
prepare meals without the aid 
of modern appliances, do house-
work , and then be subject to 
an alcoholic, abusive husband. 
manovna; they are accepted 
neither by the government nor 
by other activist groups. 
The famed equality of the 
socialist woman in Marxist 
do~trine is only a nice theory, 
£lCOrding to the emigree. 
ruling council of party members, 
one in 1920, and-the other in 
1960. 
Both were removed from 
their positions when they be-
came too feminist,. Mamanovna 
said. 
ficult. 
She did say, however, that 
Americans just knowing what · 
conditions are like in the USSR 
is ironically comforting to So-
viets. 
"Women (in the USSR) must 
bear a double burden," said 
Mamanovna. Tatiana Mamanovna's lecture 
was sponsored jointly by the 
Program for International Pers-
pectives, the Women's Studies 
Center, and the German and 
Russian Department. 
Mamanovna was asked to 
leave the Soviet Union in 1979 
following a series of KGB 
interviews and investigations 
into her feminist activities. 
"They are both laborers and 
sex-objects," she said. 
"Women are isolated form 
key positions of power" said 
Mamanovna, who cited the fact 
that only two women have been 
members of the Polit~U£O, the 
When asked about what peo-
ple in this country can do to help 
the situation of the Soviet 
women, Mamanovna said she 
realized that aid would be dif-
She was allegedly expelled 
from her homeland mainly for 
taking part in the distribution 
of literature, such as an almanac 
entitled "Women in Russia," 
which sympathized with the 
plight of modern -w-omen in the 
Soviet Union. 
Feminists in the Soviet 
Union are "dissidents among 
dissidents" according _ to Ma-
Mamanovna, who now lives 
in Paris with her son and 
_____ husba11d,.i.S. ~1J.rtently}n1ppo..ning __ 
herself in the United States and 
Canada by giving lectures to 
interested parties. The feminist 
_ writer was awarded a study-
grant' by the Mary Bundy lnsti-
tu te for Women's Studies of 
Radcliffe College, but claims 
that she only received an office 
and must now support herself. 
Mamanovna said she is hop-
- ing to establish interest in this 
country in the situation of Soviet 
women, and also to establish 
a library for literature by Soviet 
feminists. 
She gave her lecture in Rus-
sian, and later fielded questions 
from the audience, taking them 
in English but answering in 
Russian. • 
Jim Rooney of the UNH 
Russian Department translated 
and aided Mamanovna where 
needed. 
.Speaker discusses 
· Central America 
By Bob Burns patterns in the area and which 
_ . The_continu~d l!·S: assistance required a new U.S. policy 
· -- --rn--La~-m A_~eriea wiH-ro0t -out --- emphas-iz-i-ng·nati-onal -secu-rity --- -- -- -
the d1spar1t1es between oppos- goals, Palmer said. 
ing political factions, State In 1979, Cuba began a move-
Department official David ment of national liberation 
Palmer told a group Friday which threatened the security 
~ afternoon. of the surrounding Caribbean 
Palmer, chairman of Latin basin. 
American Studies and associate Another important change 
dean for the State Department's was the fall of the Somoza 
Foreign Service Institute', says government in Nicaragua, due 
he does not consider himself a to the efforts of the Sandinistas 
policy spokesman for the Rea- military coup. 
gan Adm~nistration. . "Despite U.S. efforts to per-
He said that up until the suade Somoza to leave office, 
~arter Administrati~n, the ma- a radical revolutionary regime 
JOr thrus_t of U.S. poltcy towards took over the country, consti-
the reg10n had been due to tuting an immediate threat to 
security and economic interest. US interest," he said. 
Duri!lg the_ term of Jimmy In nearby El Salvador, a 
Carter It contmued to have an military group that split into 
impa<:t on pol~cy toward Latin various radical opposition 
Amenca, he said. groups produced a civil guerrilla 
"Human concerns are no war in the country. 
longer the soul ,of U.S., foreign . "In this case," said Palmer, 
policy," P[almer said. Instead, "there was the additional need 
he said, there is a more direct for a more assertive US foreign 
focus on social, political and policy." 
The lecture focused on the 
sort of life Soviet women face 
every day. 
- --According to Mamanovna, 
the typical Soviet woman works ' 
a regular job during the day, 
then must come home and 
D. Scott Palmer, Frank McCann and Prof. Mark Herold~(ltor) 
convened on a panel to discuss US involvement in Central 
'America.(Diana Frye photo) 
economic affairs in the area. With increased world terror-
In Latin America, a number ism, the hostage crisis in Iran 
- of developments occurred in the and with increased Soviet ag 
late 1970s and early 1980s which · · 
changed some of the previous POLICY, page 19 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
Self-defense course 
The Office of Student Activities will offer a mini-
course entitled Self-Defense for Women starting 
February 20. 
The course, will emphasize various p~actical 
measures women can take to fight off assailants 
_.,. __ " _._. ,~ ~-,- -~n_d t?C.pl_.~in dJe Jeg~foies of:self.,defense._ _,_ _ ,- ·:-. 
De Vries said the operation went "perfectly" and 
said _he would wait until Haydon is out of danger 
before a fourth transplant is considered. 
Bush may come to N .H. 
- ------ -·-·-- - - .· Tll~_.:_C_Qµr-s..e. ta.ught .by .self..,de.fens.e -instructOf --
J 1m _Faria, will limit enrollment to 20 students. . .. Vfre .... Presi"derit George Bush -inay" coirie fo 
Register at Room 126 in the MUB between 9 a.m. Portsmouth in May to join in ceremonies welcoming 
and 4 p.m. Course fee is $15. the submarine USS Albacore. 
The sub's arrival, and Bush's visit, are part of 
Board vetoes requests 
the Portsmouth Submarine Memorial Association's 
plan to establish a maritime museum and park for 
the Albacore. ' 
Maine woman gets poor 
writing honor 
Eliabeth A. Nieuwland of Old Orchard Beach, 
Maine won a "dishonorable mention" award in 
a trite-writing contest. Her winning entry? 
"The WASP conservative Republican clutched 
· -' his ·top"y"of ·t1fe 'mohit Miif9riryNewsletter'"'wh-ile-
. sippiiii his -decaffeinated ·c·offee my the· p·o:ch 
overlooking the flat Kansas land, while watch111° 
a Donahue program concerning the sexual habi t 
of Mongolia gerbils innoculated with truth serum 
by scientists from Columbia University College 
of Animal Husbandry." 
The Durham Board of Selectmen rejected a request 
for money to repair a fire engine and pay a building 
inspector's salary. 
Reagan def ends vacations Stamp prices go up 
At its meeting Thursday night, the Board 
unanimously turned down a request for $3,500 to 
repair Engine 1 
And although Fire Inspector Bill Cote told the 
Board that "rampant abuse 0f living space" by 
students necessitates a building rnspector, the Board · 
rejected the salary request. 
. The votes came as the selectmen prepared their 
budget to present to voters in March. 
Third patient receives 
_ artificial heart 
President Ronald Reagan returned from a four-
day trip to his California ranch yesterday, and 
defended his frequent jaunts. 
Reagan said heading out West is justifiable because 
his work at the White House requires him to "give 
up an awful lot of privacy." 
Since taking office in 1981, Reagan has spent 
all or part of 171 days at the ranch, or 12 percent 
of his Presidency. 
U.S. journalist returns 
. --- -- - -Je-remy-Lev1n;~·c ·a"i)i~-Ne~s-N~;;~rk-c~;~~~~ 
Murray Haydon, 58, became the thtrd person pondent planned to return to the us t d f 
· · f · · 1 h h h d · · 0 a Y a te r to receive an art1 ICta eart w_ en e un erwent he esc~ped from kidnappers in Leba·non. 
-, . -three and a half hours of surgery m Kentucky Sunday. _ Levm, who was treated for punctur · d f 
D W ·11· DeV · h · l d h ·f· · l h e woun s a ter - r. . 1 tam nes, w o i~p ante t e ar~i ~Cla t e escape, was found in satisfactory condition after 
hearts 10 both Barney Clark m 1982, and Wilham he escaped his nearly year-long ca rure l · · 
Schroeder last Nov. 25, erformed the sur er .- Wednesda . _ · - P aS
t 
The price of a first-class stamp is now 22 cents, 
and post card stamps cost 14 cents. · 
· The first stamp price hikes in three years, the 
new prices shouldn't change for another five years, 
postal service officials say. 
The first 22-cent stamp commemorates Jerome 
Kern . 
Other postal price hikes- include a two-cent 
increase for the first ounce of a first-class letter. 
Additional ounces will continue to cost 17 cents. 
· ---- -~ -Gorrection-- ---
It was incorrectly stated in the editorial in last 
Friday's issue of The New Hampshire that a 
·residence tax must be paid before students could 
-vote. No residence tax is charged by the Town of 
· Durham. · · · 
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A group of students returning from a weekend of skiing in the White Mountains last 
Sunday.(David Drouin photo) 
Senate vetoes Abzug funds 
By Andrea Holbrook 
The Student Senate shot 
down a proposal last Sunday 
night by the Women's Center 
to donate $ 1000 to the Presi-
dent's Commission on the Status 
of Women (Women's Commis-
sion) for bringing Bella Abzug 
and Joyce King to speak during 
Women's History Month. 
The proposal would have 
allowed the Women's Center 
to take $ 1000 out of their 
programming budget and use 
it in conjunction with the Wom-
en's Commission to bring the 
two women to UNH. 
Brian Shea, chairperson of 
the Student Activity Fee Council 
(SAFC), said SAFC passed the 
Women's Center 's planned al-_ 
location of funds. 
However, if an organization 
with SAFC wishes to spend any 
money from their programming 
budget, they must get SAFC 
approval first, and then be 
passed by the Senate. 
The Women's Center's con-
cept focuses on educating the 
University community about 
women's issues. Beth Heyer, the 
Women's Center Business Man-
ager, said she felt using the 
money to get Abzug and King 
would have helped the Center 
fulfill its concept, give members 
experience, and would have 
given free advertising to the 
Women's Center. 
The current Student Senate 
Observer of the Women's Cen-
ter, Senator Ken Bartlett said, 
"looking at the concept and 
budget, and the fact that the 
Women's Center will not be 
SAFC funded next year, the idea 
of donating money to the Wom-
en's Commission is not a good 
idea. It has nothing to do with 
the philosophy of the Center; 
I just feel that this proposal does 
not fulfill their concept." 
"My opposition to the prop-
osal stems from the fact that 
suddenly the Senate is giving 
money to a program that should 
be funded by the Women's 
Commission and not by the 
student," said Ted Eynon, the 
Student Body Vice President. 
Scott Kaupin chairman of 
the Health and Human Services 
Council, said, 'Tm opposed 
because I feel they should be 
initiating the programming not 
jumping on the bandwagon. The 
program will go on regardless 
of whether they (Th'e Women's 
Commission) get the money or 
not." 
'Tm expecting the Women's 
Commission will be able to go 
through with the programs," 
said Cindy Leerer, the Director 
of the Women's Commission. 
"It will just be more difficult 
to get the money for the pro-
gram but I see it going through." 
Leerer said "we were expect-
ing the money, so, in a way, it 
was built into our budget, but 
we knew it wasn't definite." 
Women's History Month is 
put on by the Women's Com-
mission and is funded by the 
Office of the President, several 
Dean's offices and University 
departments. 
Joyce King will speak on 
March 4 at 8 p.m. in the Straf-
ford Room of the MUB on 
"Women of Color and Politics." 
She is the wife of former Boston 
mayoral candidate Mel King and 
is an activist and educator on 
multi-cultural and multi-racial 
issues in the Greater Boston 
area. 
Bella Abzug, a former three-
term Congresswoman, and "one 
of the twenty most influential 
women in the world" according 
to a Gallup poll, will speak on 
March 13 at 8 p.m. in the 
Grafton Room of the MUB. Her 




By Michelle Bolduc 
The Women's Commission 
is now accepting nominations 
for the first Women's Commis-
sion A ward to be presented to 
"honor a person who has con- · 
tributed significantly to advanc-
ing the status of women at 
UNH." 
All students, faculty and staff 
are eligible for this award. 
Nominations will be accepted 
at the Women's Commission, 
Batcheller House, (across from 
Stoke Hall) until March 1, 1985. 
Nominations may be made 
by individual students, faculty, 
staff or by university depart-
ments or organizations. Nom-
inations should include: A sum-
mary of the nominee's efforts 
to advance the status ofwomen 
at UNH, examples of the no-
minee's contributions, the no-
minee's name and tide and your 
own name, address and phone 
number. 
The Women's Commission 
will choose the winner. 
The award will consist of a 
certificate and a small cash prize. 
Cindy Leerer, coordinator of 
the Women's Commission said, 
"The women's commission has 
already received eight or nine 
nominations and hopefully stu-
dents will respond even more." 
"The purpose of the awan .• 
is to recognize the individual 
contribution to enhancing -the 
status of women at UNH," 
Leerer said. The award has been 
established to encourage further 
efforts in promoting equity for 
women in the UNH commun-
ity, she said. 
"The award is one other way 
to recognize the importance of 
the UNH community's effort 
towards equity because an equit-
. able education is better for 
everyone because once you leave 
you work with different kinds 
of people." she said. 
Attorney and feminist Bella 
Gro~p to give 
advisors advice 
By Christina Felix 
President Gordon Haaland 
recently appointed a fact-
finding committee on academic 
advising at UNH. The commit-
tee's objective is to examine the 
current academic advising pro-
. grams at UNH, to gather infor-
mation about successful pro-
grams at other universities, and 
to consider the existing theory 
and research. 
Student Body Vice President 
Ted Eynon said that advising 
at UNH is a major concern to 
the Student Senate, anu l1a;, UC:t'll 
working on a program to im-
prove advising since the 
summer. A president's -task 
force has been set up to solve 
problems, he said. 
Over the past few years the 
GED requirements have become 
harder to fill, said Eynon. 
"The strictness of the new 
GED requirements leave no 
room for error. A student has 
to know what he or she wants 
from the beginning," Eynon 
said. 
It isn't until first semester 
of senior year that students are 
sent a print-out group require-
ments of the GED's they have 
filled, Eynon said. One of the 
goals of the committee is to send· 
out similar print-outs either 
semesterly or annually. 
Eynon said presently UNH 
does not own computers to 
handle the capacity of this, but 
will in the near future. 
Another problem with advis-
ing is that it doesn't work close 
enough with the students, Ey-
1;1on said. The president's task 
force will set up peer and faculty 
advising this semester to help 
solve this problem, he said. 
The peer advising will be 
similar to the one already avail-
able to WSBE students, but will 
be available to all students at 
UNH, Eynon said. 
The faculty advising will give 
students an opportunity, to 
speak with professors in a 
specific department, he said. 
The Liberal Arts Department 
does not have enough advisors 
to help the number of students, 
Ey uuu said. But he said he hopes 
that one of the things the 
committee will cause is the 
hiring of more liberal arts 
advisors, and an expansion of 
that program. 
Pauline Soukaris, associate 
professor of social services, said 
there is one full-time and three 
part-time advisors available to 
the entire group of liberal arts, 
undeclared students. 
The President's fact-finding 
task force will be sending out 
a survey to 40% of students in 
all the different colleges, Eynon 
said. -
The survey is an attempt to 
find the solutions of the prob-
lems with the academic advising 
at UNH, by information from 
the students. 
The task force is the first one 
formed for this purpose, Eynon 
said. It was formed because of 
student's complaints in the past. 
Eynon said the program will 
take time to improve academic 
advising at UNH, but that it has 
become successful so far. 
Scott McKay, a DJ for WERZ, started of the MUB Pub~s new 
. Saturday night personality series.(Charles Smith Jr. photo) 
Abzug is scheduled to present 
the award when she comes to 
speak at UNH on Wednesday, 
March 13. 
However, the Student Senate 
voted last night to refuse funds 
for the Women's Commission, 
which would have brought Ab-
zug to UNH. 
Women's Commission coor-
dinator Cindy Leerer said today 
organizers should be able to 
raise the needed $1,000 in 
another way. 
. Ms. Abzug is an attorney, 
former three-term congresswo-
men, founder of the National 
Women's Political Caucus and 
president of Women-USA, a 
national activist group. She is 
also the author of The Gender 
Gap: Bella Abzug's Guide to 
Political Power for Women and 
was voted one of the 25 most 
influential women in the world 
by a Gallup poll. 
The presentation of the 
award and the entire Women's. 
History Program will be pres-' .· 
ented in observance of National 
Women's History Week, March 
3-9. This is the fifth year UNH 
has observed National Women's 
History Week and International 
Women's D.ay, March 8, with 
various women's issues: 
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Student trustee candidates describe positions 
By Diane Mullin 
After what he called his "two 
month walk through campus," 
Jeff Bennett announced at Hood 
House Saturday morning that 
he will be running for Student 
Trustee for the 1985-86 school 
year. . . 
In 1983 Bennett, a 1un10r 
from Portland, Me., was a 
member of the Student Senate, 
JEFF BENNETT , 
Tuesday 
2/19 
By· Kris Snow 
Student trustee candidate 
Kenneth Bartlett concedes that 
a one-year term on the U niver-
sity System of New Hampshire 
(USNH) Board of Trustees 
wouldn't give him much time 
to make changes, 
But, the junior business ad-
ministration/ community devel-
opment major says, he'll do 
what he can to help the System 
increase "fiscal responsibility" 
··-·.: · ::>,,,:, :it:/:::,; ,,, ,:,,, ,, ,:/,, in the face of rising costs and 
a judicial board advisor, and 
headed a subcommittee of the 
judicial affairs board involving 
hiring a law firm for legal 
services. 
In 1983, Bennett did intern-
ships with Sen. William Cohen 
uf Ivie., St:u. ttuwa1u Dakt:1, auu 
Congressman John R. McKer-
nan Jr. of Me. 
Bennett said· he announced 
his candidacy at Hood House 
because, after surveying the 
campus he decided Hood House 
is in the "most dire need of 
renovation." 
He said that it was "apalling" 
that the school's infirmary was 
inaccessible to handicapped 
students. 
Bennett said he was "upset 
by the fact that the majority of 
students do not feel they are 
KEN BARTLETT 
getting a value for their edu- have the lowest paid faculty ot 
cational dollar." any other state university. He 
Bennett calls his plans for also claimed that UNH has one 
UNH the "three A's," which of the best paid administrations 
stand for academics, athletics and "largest bureaucracies." 
and the arts. " In reality, we're not going 
These are the most seriously to get any more money from the 
underfunded parts of the UNH state of New Hampshire," Ben-
curriculum, he said. nett said. The money is there 
Bennett said that undergrad-" to fund programs and classes 
uates at UNH pay more than ·· 
at any other state university an~ BENNETT, page 19 
reduced student aid. 
Bartlett says his ability to 
communicate "with older men 
(on the Board)" and his famil-
iarity with budget process.es 
qualify him for the trustee job. 
"It takes a different kind of 
conversation" to communicate 
with Board members, Bartlett 
said. "You have to have diplo-
macy." 
Currently a student senator 
and member of the Student 
Activity Fee Council (SAFC), 
Bartlett says he-understands 
how a budget works. 
And the budget is just what 
the Board of Trustees must 
think about, he said. 
Bartlett said the Board must 
strive to maintain a " quality 
education for a reasonable price" 
for the UNH and the other 
system schools (Keene State, 
Plymouth State, Merrimack 
Valley, and the School for 
Lifelong Learning.) 
"We're doing well, but there's 
always room for improvement," 
he said. 
Bartlett said one student 
trustee serving a one-year term 
can't make a big difference in 
the System's ope-ration, but he 
or she can "get the ball rolling." 
'Tm not afraid of power," he 
said. 
CHRIS HEISENBERG 
By Ken Fish 
The issue of tuition increases 
concerns many students within 
the University System of New 
Hampshire (USNH) and needs 
a student's eye kept on it. 
Christoph Heisenberg, a so-
phomore and prospective Bus---
iness and Economics major, says 
that as a student trustee his 
would be the eyes to watch the 
problems of tuition. 
"(The USNH Board of Trus-
tees ) is an important organi-
zation which determines our 
budgets, our tuition," Heisen-
berg says. 
"Students need representa-
tion there, especially since we 
don't have as strong a lobby (as 
other special interest groups 
have)," he says. 
"We can't make education just 
a thing for the rich," he says. 
Heisenberg says he decided 
HEISENBERG, page 19 
8-10 p.m. 
The Kappa Sig_ Mansion, 59 Main St., will be completely remodeled for this fall. 
Kappa 
Open Rush 
The Most Wanted Man in the Country 
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By W. Glenn Stevens 
In I984 the tin·y Durharn·-
UNH Dispatch Center lqcated 
in the service building oh Col-
- lege Road handled 25,372 emer-
gency calls. 
."At the present time (how-
ever), it's just too much for one -
person," said Edwin Sternfelt, 
acting di~patch supervi~or. 
Sternfelt said, "we dispatch 
w•ith 23 agencies total, including · 
UNH, Durham, Madbury, and 
Lee. It can get pretty busy 
around here." 
The Dispatch Center, was 
started in the 1960s for use 
exclusively by the UNH-
Durham Fire department. Now 
the center is handling fire and 
police dispatch for UNH and 
six neighboring towns. "The 
personnel and equipment just 
hasn't grown with the need," 
said Sternfelt. 
"It's not in the budget for us 
to have more than one person 
on duty," he said. 
Two-thirds of the center's 
budget comes from UNH and 
one third of the budget comes 
from the Durham police depart-
ment. The Durham police de-
partment then uses the re-
mainder of the dispatch center's 
budget for billing in six neigh-
boring towns. 
According to the 1984 totals 
of Durham-UNH dispatch cen-
ter's activities UNH accounted 
for only 5,776, or one-fifth, of 
including: 
Growin' Up/Blinded By The Light 
Spirit In The Night/F01 You 
It's Hard To Be A Saint In The City 
Also ava i lable on cassette. 
the entire number of calls the 
dispatch center handled. 
The Maryland firm of Sachs-
Freeman Assoc. conducted a 
study last January to determine 
exactly what could be done to 
improve every aspect of the 
Dispatch Center. 
Lennard Fisk, vite president 
of financial affairs, said the 50 
page document has "a lot of 
meat." 
At last Monday night's town 
· meeting William Hall, a former 
fire fighter, charged the Sachs-
Freeman study is "either ~ big 
waste of time or a sham." 
"I have said consistently, for 
ten years, that if people really 
knew it was as bad as it is they 
either wouldn't be able to deal 
with it or they'd think we were 
crazy. That's how bad it is," Hall 
said. 
Ed-Steinfelt, interim dispa_tch supervisor takes a call at the 
UNH/Durham Dispatch Center.(Ellen Simon photo) 
TUESDAY February 19 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The· Art of the Early 
Renaissance," David R. Smith. Room 216, Hamilton Smith 
Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, February 20 
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR: "Sister Superior: Can 
Powerful Women be Peers?" Fran Hall. Hillsborough-Sullivan 
Room, MUB, 12-1 p.m. -
BASKETBALL: Women vs. Maine. Lundholm Gym, 7 p.m. 
_ HOCKEY: Men vs. Lowell. Snively Arena, 7_:30 p.m. 
WRITER SERIES: Alan Lelchuk, novelist from Brandeis -
University, will read from his new work, "In her Forties," 
Forum Room, Dimond Library, 8 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Visit," bv Friedrich 
Duerrenmatt . .Preview. Johnson Theater, PCAC 8 p.m., $1. 
THURSDAY, February 21 
Last day to wit_hdraw and qualify for one-half tuition refund. 
COLLOQUIM: "Early Experience and Later Spatial Learning." 
Forum Room, Library, 3:45 p.m. 
MUSO FILM: "Notorious," Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30 
p.m., $1. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Visit," Johnson Theater, 
PCAC, 8 p.m. General $4; Students, Faculty/Staff $3. 
FRIDAY, February 22 
BASKETBALL: Men vs. Northeastern, J;.undholm Gym, 7:30 
p.m. $3.50 
_ UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Visit," Johnson Theater, 
PCAC, 8 p.m. General $4; Students, Faculty/Staff $3. 
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-
weekly throughout the academic year. Our off ices are located in Room 
I 51 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business 
Office hou~s : Monday - Frida~ 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: 
S20.00. ThICd class pos• 'ge paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
check t~eir ads the first ~ay. The New Hampshire will in no case be 
rcspom1b!e ~or typo~raphi~al or other err'~rs, but will reprint that part 
~,fan ~verttsement tn which a typographical error appears, if notified 
1mmedaaccly. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, 
I 5 I MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue 
by }fJurnal 'tribune Biddeford, Maine. 
THE FURS 
FOREVER NOW 
PSYCHEDELIC FURS (PSYCHEDELIC FURS), ROMANTICS including : Love My Way/Danger/Run And Run 
Sleep Comes Down/Goodbye (1ST ALBUM), BOB JAMES (TOUCHDOWN), THE CLASH (THE CLASH), 
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN ( ASBURY PARK) . - . 




Angela (Theme From "Taxi" )/Touchdown 
I Want To Thank You (Very Muehl/Sun Runner 
' Caribbean Nights 
;}.•··~~\~]fti~~··•;;;;:-· 
> .. ,,. •.-., .•.•_:;:-
:\tt.ti,(i..: ' ·::~:;~;: .. 
'h~.~Pej.~0~iiri~~o 
ALL CBS NICE PRICE ALBUMS ONLY 3.95 
including: 
I Fought The Law /Complete Control 
Remote Control /Clash City Rockers 
White MM In Hammersmith Palais 
ROCK BOTTOM 29 CONGRESS ST. PORTSMOUTH 
I ' l / ; , , :? rJ -l. 1 
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-NOTICES 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
LOCKER ROOM ATTENDANTS NEEDED: 
Recreational sports Department needs attendants 
for men and women locker rooms for the 1985 
youth swim program. Program runs March 30 to 
May 11, Field House Pool, 8_:30 a.m. to 12 :30 p.m. 
ALS or WSI certificate helpful. Stop by Room 151, 
Field House for application. 
1985 YOUTH SWIM INSTRUCTORS NEEDED: 
Program runs March 30 to May 11, Field House 
Pool, 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Must hold a current 
WSI certificate. Stop by Room 151, Field House 
for application. 
X-COUNTRY SKI RACE: Sponsored by Recrea-
tional Sports Department. First annual 5,000 meter 
· x-country ski race for faculty/ staff, graduate and 
undersraduate students. Tuesday, March 5, behjnd 
Field House on baseball diamond, skiers meet at 
3:30 p.m. race begins at 4 p.m. Preregister in Room 
151, Field House, no fee required. $1 late registration -
fee charge at event site. For more information, 
call 862-2031. 
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL TEAM-BRADFORD AT 
UNH: Sponsored by Recreational Sports Depart-
ment. Bring a friend. Tuesday, February 19, Field 
House Gym, 8:30 p.m. No charge. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
ARMY NA VY EQUIPMENT SALE: Sponsored 
by NH Outing Club. Genuine US and foreign 
surplus. Great prices on wool shirts, pants, 
overcoats, hats gloves, sleeping bags and more. 
Monday, ~ebruary 25 to Thursday 28, Se-
nate/Merrtmack Room, Memorial Union, 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. except Wednesday, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET-
ING: Tuesday, February 19, Room 325 Horton 
Social Science, 12:30 p.m. Everyone welco:ne. 
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEET-
ING: All are welcome. Help organize events of 
the semester, including campus-wide religious 
for_u~, CR9P Walk, weekly movies, outreach 
acttv1t1es, tnps, etc. Tuesday, February 19, Catholic 
Student Center, Madbury Road, 8 p.m. 
FRENCH CLUB: is sponsoring a MardiGras 
celebration on Wed., Feb. 20 from 3-5 in Smith 
Hall, crepes, cider. Wear a mask! 
NUTRITION CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL MEET-
ING: Thursday, February 21, meet in foyer of James, 
3:15 p.m. 
UNH JU~GLING CLUB: Wendesday, February 
20, Memonal Union, 7 to 11 p.m. 
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION "99¢ 
DANCE": Open to everyone. DJ, popular music, 
refreshments. Saturday, February 24, Catholic 
Student Center, 8 p.m. Admission 99¢. 
CAREER 
CAREER/LIFE PLANNING GROUP FOR NON-
TRADITIONAL STUDENTS: Sponsored by Career 
Planning and Placement and Counseling and 
Testing. Learn about your interests, skills, and 
work values in relation to career/life choices. 
Wednesdays, February 20 to March 13, Underwood 
House, 3 to 5 p.m. 
RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career Plan-
ning and Placement. Wednesday, February 20, Room 
203, Huddleston, 1:30 to 4 p.m. 
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Spon-
sored by Career Planning and Placement. Over 
60 employers from various businesses, resorts, 
restaurants, camps and recreation and parks 
departments about many kinds of summer jobs 
and internships. Wednesday, February 27, Granite 
State Room, Memorial Union, 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN 
PSYCHOLOGY: 1Sponsored by Career Planning 
· and Placement. Learn about careers that are related 
to a major in psychology. Thursday, March 7, Senate _ 
Room, Memorial Union, 1 to 2 p.m. 
HEALTH 
STRESS MANAGEMENT SERIES: Spo~sored 
by Health Services. Learn causes of stress tn Y?ur 
life, signs and symptons of stress and ~r~ct1cal 
ways to effectively manage stress. Paruc1pants 
must register in advance, call 862-1806. 
CONTRACEPTION LECTURE: Sponsored by 
Health Services and Health Education. Attendance 
at this lecture is open to all students but is required 
before a woman can obtain a method birth control 
from the women's clinic at Health Services. 
Wednesday, February 20, Rqom 142, Hamilton 
Smith, 1 to 2 p.m. 
EA TING DISORDER PEER SUPPORT GROUP: 
Sponsored by Health Services. Peer support group 
in which to share any stresses and concerns related 
to your eating problems. Mondays, ·Hood House 
Library, 6:45 ,p.m. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed 
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or 
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are 
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise -indicated. 
USER'S MEETING: Once a semester an open 
meeting is held for all computer users to discuss 
computer policies, plans, and problems. Many 
significant computing changes have and are 
occurring on campus: installation of an academic 
VAX/VMS computer, installation of the laser 
printer, increased use of the port selector, etc. We 
encourage you to attend to hear about and ask about 
these and other recent developments . Thursday, 
February 21, 12:30 to 2 p.m. Forum Room, Library. 
MICRO SYSTEMS SEMINAR SERIES: February's 
seminar will provide an overview of some of the 
major integrated software packages available for 
microcomputers. Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, and 
Framework will be among the packages to be 
discussed. Familiarity with a microcomputer will 
be assumed. Friday, February 22, from 2 to 4 p.m. 
GENERAL 
PREMEDICAL AND PREDENTAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE: For Juniors and Seniors applying 
to medical and dental school. Stop in Office #14, 
Level B, Library, Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. 
to noon. Call 862-3625 for more information. 
FRIENDS OF THE RUHANI MISSION: Sunday, 
Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 6 p.m. 
SHROVE TUESDAY PANCAKE FLIP OPEN 
HOUSE: Sponsored by UNH/Cambridge Univer-
sity Summer Program. Films, crepes, announce-
ments of scholarships. Tuesday, February 19, Faculty 
Center (Grant House) 7 to 9 p.m. 
PARENTING GROUP: Sponsored by Non-
Traditional Student Program. 8 week discussion 
group for parents who want better communication 
with their children. Thursdays, February 21 through 
April 11, Underwood House, 7 to 9 p.m. For more 
information and to preregister, call 862-3647. 
NEW TESTAMENT CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
MEETING: Wednesdays, Room 310, McConnell, 
7:30 p.m. 
THE MISKITO INDIANS-UNDER THE HEEL: 
Sponsored by a resident of the Policital Awareness 
dorm. A talk with discussion following. Wednesday, 
February 20, Upper Lounge, Richardson, 8:30 p.m. 
JAPAN SOCIETY OF UNH VIDEOS: "The 
Gardens of Katsura Palace" and "The Born Loser." 
Wednesday, February 21, Forum Room, Library 
8p.m. 
DRAFT COUNSELOR TRAINING: Sponsored 
by United Campus Ministries. Option to purchase 
literature and manual ($10). Wednesday, February 
20, Memorial Union 7 to 9 p.m. 
LA TIN AMERICAN FILM SERIES: "Dixote" 
concerns the plight of millions of homeless children 
in Latin America. Thursday, February 21, Room 
110, Murkland, 6:30 and 9 p .m. $I/students, 
$2/publics. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE SYPMOSIUM ON CONTEM-
PORARY BRAZIL: Sponsored by Center for 
. International Perspectives. Effects of 2 decades 
of military dominance. Saturday, February 23, 
Alumni Center, 9 a.m. to noon and 2 to 5 p.m. Call 
2-2398 for more information. 
, Aluminum sulfate 
gets in water 
By Annamaria Formichella fate." 
An excess of aluminum sul- This overtreatment of the 
fate in the campus water supply water is not harmful to anyone 
last Tuesday caused the water and there is nothing wrong with 
to have an unusual taste, said the plant, he said. 
Kevin Clavin, Utilities Engineer An over-abundance of alum-
for the Division of Plant Main- inum sulfate in the water also 
tenance and Engineering. created problems last year on 
The rain last weekend and the campus for about a week leaving 
frozen ground were factors a greasy residue on residents' 
which caused the water to run hair. The aluminum sulfate 
off faster than the treatment excess then was due to an 
plant could handle, Clavin said. equipment problem, said Clavin. 
This changed the quality of the Tuesday's problem, the in-
raw water in the reservoir. . ability of the plant to respond 
"The treatment process can't · quickly enough after heavy rain, 
respond quickly enough to may be avoided in the future. 
match the change in water "We've had the plant looked 
quality," he said. "To be on the at by an enginee!'ing firm in 
safe side-to make sure the order to make some changes so 
water is clear-we overtreat it we can better respond," Clavin 
just a little bit. The residual said. 
treatment is alumninum sul-
Davis is elected 
USSB chairman 
By Kris Snow 
UNH Student Body President 
John Davis has been elected 
Chajrman of the University 
System Student Board (USSB) 
a board which addresses the 
needs of the 25,000 students 
enrolled in the University Sys-
tem of New Hampshire 
(USNH). 
Davis replaces Plymouth 
State College Student Body 
President Linda Jean Kennedy, 
who resigned earlier this month. 
Davis said his first concern 
is getting USNH Chancellor 
Kasper Marking's approval of 
the USSB constititution, which 
awaits approval of Plymouth 
State student officials. 
After approval, the Board 
would form a legislative council, 
which would lobby for the 
USNH budget before the State 
JOHN DAVIS 
USNH, page 19 
<::, "\) and work that 
has meaning. 
Learn while you earn. 
Job # Deadline 
84J12-A 2/22 
84313-A 3/ 11 
84308-A 2/ 15 
84307-A 2/ 15 
84221-A 2/ 15 
84306-A 2/ 15 
34304-A 2/ 15 
84303-A 2/ 15 
84299-A 2/ 15 
84272 2/ 15 
84273 3/ 1 
84274 .2/ 28 
84276 2/ 22 
84279-A 2/ 22 
84281 4/ 1 
84283-A 2/ 28 
84284-A 2/ 28 
84270 2/ 22 
84202 2/ 27 




Eng., CS Intern 









Science. Eng. Intern 
TV Production 
Zoology Intern 
Medical Lab Techn ician 
Computer Aide 
Plant Sci .. Botany 





























$45 / week & housing 
competitive 
$6 / hour 
competitive 
$210 / week 
$7.25 / hour 
$7.00 / hour 
paid 
$10 / day 
paid 
$6 / hour 
$6 / hour 
paid 
$6.00 / hour 
$1,200-1500 
'\)~~ Field Experience 862-1184 
. 6 Garrison Avenue. Across from Stoke. 
==::,I 
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Evolution theory described 
By Ed Garland 
The earth exists the way it 
does today because of the mi-
croorganisms which dominated 
it millions of year'S ago, a Boston 
University scientist told a 
packed Strafford Room yester-
day afternoon. 
Dr. Lynn Margulis, a biology 
professor at Bostor:1 University, 
d~scribed the GAIA theory of 
evolution in her presentation, 
which was part of the Elliot 
Lecture Series. 
"We have direct evidence for 
the existence of life 35 million 
years ago," Margulis said. 
"According to the GAIA 
hypothesis, the atmosphere in 
which we live is produced by 
microorganisms," she said. "Our 
atrnosplit:u:: is explained by rhe 
'scum' of life." 
Margulis said the earth con-
tains more oxygen than would 
be expected, and more than 
other planets. This is because 
oxygenic bacteria uses carbon 
dioxide to produce oxygen. 
Fossils of these bacteria can 
be traced to sedimentary rock 
SCUM, page 22 
Lynn Margulis delivered an enthusiastic lecture on the evolutioh 







WITH SA VIN GS! 
We've filled our store with 
balloons and inside each one is an 
added discount for you. 
Pick your purchase then pick 
a balloon. Save up to 50% off. 
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9:30 TO 5:30 
(!TUARr ✓IIAlftE,J 
50 MAIN STREET•DOWNTOWN DURHAM 
,. .................... ·_· - ___ · . _··::::::::_: ::: : :: :: : :::;. ::: ·_v,. 
:1;~::a;~::a~g;:~-!~~aj/,li::·.: ~-:~:.:.;fa;~;~:;;;;;;~;;~;;; 
··············•··············· .. ... . . .. . .. . .. ····················-···. 
::==·=·· ...... February :=================== 
MUB CAFETERIA 
LET US PREPARE LUNCH FOR YOU 
Tuesday, February 19 
Spinach casserole 
Broccoli Spears 
with Butter Lemon 
Chicken Gumbo 
cream Putts 
Thursday, February 21 
Beet Bourguignon 
Creamy Green Beans 
Minestone soup 
Cheese Cake 
-Monday, February 25 
Green Enchilada~ 
. an Spare Ribs Mex1c 
Retried Beans .. 
Texas Style Ch1\1 -
Flan 
MUB GAMES ROOM 
CAMPUS TOURNAMENTS 
Foosball r 27 
Wednesday, Februa y 
oarts 
Monday, March 4 
Video Hockey 13 
Wednesday, March 
\' (individual) 
cand\epin ~ow ~~st 2 out ot 3 
Highest Senes- 27 -
Wednesday, March 
· the 
begin at 7 p.rn. ,n 
All Tournaments 
MUb Garnes Room. . 
Entry Fee: $1 d . ·11 be'awarde 
Trophies w1 , _ 
. the Garnes Room 
Sign up in 
· pUB Pizza\ 
Introducing d with every 
Free pitc~er ot so inth ot February. 
Pizza dunng the rn 
5
11 $4 50 
1211 $3.00 1 . 
Pepperoni 75¢ extra 
. pUB hours 
Ofter good dunng 
8 p.rn. on 
~AGE El_GHT . ---- - lHE.NEW rjAM~SHIRE TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1985 
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i . MUSO i . : 
: .. · •·· . . _. . . 
·-· .. -i··· --···-- .. ··-~ .. ·- -presents· in-the-UNH--MUB-PUB;~;·c' -·---- ---· --- l ·---- --. - . - : .~ . 
• • • • . ' .
i Funk and Soul with i 
• • 
i HYPERTENSION ... · i 
• • • • • • • • • • 
: AND : • • • • • • : . . 
: BREAKDANCING with i • • • • • • 
I THE APPLE JAM CREW I 
• • • • • • • • • • 
i AND ,... • ..... --- i 
• • • • 
iW U N H D. J . PH I L AN DR EWSIII • • • • • • • • • • • • I on Friday., February 22nd Students $3.00 i 
i Doors open at 8:00 p.m. Nonstudents $5.00 i 
• • • • • • • AND : 
• • • • • • • • • • ·· i Saturday., February 23rd ·· · · · ·· · · ··· · i 
• • • • • • ·• . • • 
i THE i 
I BOSTON COMEDY i 
• • • • 
i COMPANYH i . ~-~ . • • • d • : - Stu ents $2.00 : 
• • : · Nonstudents $3.50 : 
• ~ -~,.=-
• 
• • • • i MUST BE 18 OR OLDER: UNH ID/PROOF i 
i Of AGE REQUIRED i . . ·- . 
: DOORS OPEN AT 7:30 P.M. : : ' . ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4: 
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SAFC may drop loan interest t..l ~ 
By Karen Holbrook 
On February 3, the Student 
Television Network (STVN) 
became the first student organ-
ization to receive a loan from 
the newly formed Student Ac-
tivity Fee Reserve Account 
(SAFRA). Under the conditions 
of the loan, it is to be paid back 
with 10 percent interest over 
a two year period. 
But last Tuesday, Student 
Senator Kenneth Bartlett asked 
the Student Activity Fee Council 
(SAFC) to drop the interest 
condition in the loan. 
Since the station's budget 
comes from the SAF, charging 
interest would raise their 
budget, and therefore raise the 
SAF, said Michae l Bloo<l, STVN 
manager. 
"SAFRA is setting a prece-
dent," said Blood. "Some of the 
bugs still have to be worked 
out." 
INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYMENT 
offers a variety of services to 






a resume service 
Individual Employment Services 
22 Chestnut St. 
office 112 
Dover 
Call 7 42-5616 
35 Main St . 
Durham 
Across from Post Office 
Hours: 
M-S 9-5:30 , 



















· "But, he said, whether or not 
this is one of the bugs has yet 
to be determined. · 
Tim Collins, SAFC business 
manager, said the proposal was 
first brought before the council 
at last Tuesday's meeting, but 
because of time restrictions, was 
not brought up. 
Collins said the SAFC, like 
any other business, was giving 
students a service. The entire 
SAFRA program exists on the 
interest of the account, he said. 
The interest received from the 
loan helps to continue the 
program and finance further 
loans. 
Brian Shea, SAFC chairman, 
said charging interst on loans 
is the council's way of maimain-
ing SAFRA funds. 
" When we loan money, we 
STVN, page 22 
MIKE BLOOD 
COUNTRY HOUSE 
BED & BREAKFAST 
Rt. 108 and Stage Coach Rd. Durham, NH 659-6565 
, 
"Old fashioned County Comfort" 
Ams. from $36 per night 
Cuh for Gold, Dtamond8, Watchn 
& Good Quality MerchancHa:e 
DOVER TRADING CENTER 
Mon to Fri. 10 AM to 6 PM 
Sat. 10 AM to 2 PM 
511 Central Ave. 
Dover, N.H. 03820 (603) 7 42-8834 
BASS FACTORY OUTLET 
PRESIDENTS' DAY SALE FEB. 14-24. 
MONUMENTAL SAVINGS OF MORE THAN 50%./ 
SAVE UP TO 57% 
WOMEN'S BOOTS. 
ENTIRE STOCK CF 
LEATHER GLOVES 
½PRICE! · 
SAVE UP TO 50% ON MEN'S 




NOW FROM $29.99. 
WOMEN'S CAREER SHOES. 
SAVE UP TO 50%. -- ,<-~~- _  FROM $~4_-99 . ......  ,. ·< .. ~,~. . . . . . : '· , 
- ~ .. :_,.-.,./~ 






Come see what happens 
when our factory d irect prices 
are chopped down even more. 
You 'll find all of our women's 
boots are up to 57% off regular 
retail .prices. Plus, you can save · 
25-33% on a wide selection of 
leather handbags, belts and 
Bass personal leather accesso-
ries. Celebrate the savings and 
enter our drawing for terrific 
prizes. Honor our forefathers 
with the sale that will make 
history. Now through Feb. 24. 
FACTORY OUTLEI 
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Are you concerned about .getting a 
job after graduation? Do you \ft/On~ to . 
make a career change? Are you looking 
for a new job?lhen, come to the JOB FAIR. 
IKNllment penonnel llom llull...., lndultry, ~ and 
non,pom agencies wlll be taking ~ for apeclllc DOlltlona as 
. well as olerfng c:ouneel on employment apportunltlea In general. 
lleJOI FMlaopar,to Slll)ENISand AUMII 
af, .. IOllowlng ~ 
c.ot,v-5aw\,ol<College 
Doniel WBbs1er College 
Da1moulh Collage 
Ftonldin l'lerce College 
HawlhorneCollege 
KeeneSla19College 
l'ew England College 
l'ew Hompshite College 
Nohe Dome College 
PlymoUth State College 
RMl!J<College 
,Xlft1f,....,_,.1,~ 
School fo, Ulelong lJIQming 
~ly cl l'ew Ho~ 
vVednesday, . 
February 20, 1985 
St. Anselm College 
John rvlaurus Carr 
. Activity Center 
St. Anselm Drive 
rvlanchester, 
New Hampshire 
10:00 AM to 4:00 PM 
• 
Fo,IUIIW~'ta.&d.J:..C.J:/l's---'ollce 
!he 1111 IWU/A JOI FM II apcll-.d b¥ .. MN HamplftiMCollege 6 
 ~Councll Jatllllllllal ...... 
NHCUC Students and Alumni ... 
New England Employers to Attend 
NHCUC 1985 11th Annual Job Fair 
(The largest ever) 
Looking for a job ' Need som<= interviewing experience i Would you like to have one-on · 
one rnnract with a potential employer in your field ? 
If the answer is "yes" to one or all of the above questions, schedule your rnlendJr for Wednesday, 
rebruary 10, and attend the eleventh annual 1985 Job fair at Sr. Anselm College in Manchester, 
NH bet ween 10:00 a.m. and 4: 00 p.m. Sponsored by yo ur campus Career Planning Office in 
rnnjunuion with the New Hampshire College and University Council Job Referral Service , 
the fair will enable students and alumni the opportunity to investigate the rnrrent job market 
by speaking directl y to potenti a l e mploye rs from a va r ie ty o f d ifferent fields within business, 
industry, social and govenment agencies. This fair will be the largest in NHCUC history rnnsisting 
of 7 ', employers to da te. A few of those employers who plan to attend the 1985 Job fair are 
li s ted as follows : Air Force, American Data, Brigham & Women 's Hospital, Carrol Reed, 
Central Intelligence Agency, D'Angelo Inc. , Duracell , Eastman Kodak Company, Federal 
Highway Adm inistration (NH Division ), First New Hampshire Bands, Holiday Health 
Fitness Center, IBM, Internal Revenue Service, John Hancock Companies, Kay Jewelers, 
Lechmere, Inc., Marines, Metropolitan Insurance Companies, Navy, Nestle, Co., Inc., 
Norden Systems, Osco Drug, PC Connections, Pizza Hut, Sanders Associates, Star Market 
Company, Thom McAn, United Engineers & Constructors, Inc. 
Las t yea r 's Job f a ir proved to be a s uccessful even t for th e 44 + part icipa1ing employers , 
as we ll as 400 scudents and alumni alike . The 7', + employe rs at the 1985 Job fair will conduct 
accua l inte rviews and / pr exchange career information o n the ir company. Inquiries prior ro 
the d ay of the Fa ir rega rding partic ipating employers and company profiles ma y be obra ined 
by vi s iting your Ca mpus Career Planning Office, or contact the NHCUC Jo b Referral Service 
at 160',J 669-.'>4'>2. 
________ BRRRRR _______ __ 
(continued from page 1) 
alerts the Public Service Com-
pany of New Hampshire sends 
our to its large capacity electric-
i ry consumers warning them 
they are using more electricity 
than Public Service can deliver 
without tapping other gener-
ating sources. The result of 
going over in peak demand is 
an increase in heating bills, 
Clavin said. 
to reduce the amount of elec-
tricity delivered to the campus. 
" We've talked and they've 
said they're going--ro adjust the 
(Energy Management Control) 
System," Chensey said. "The 
agreement we 're discussing is 
that for a certain period of time 
depending on the conditions, 
we'll turn the system off. .. and 
put the heat in the students' 
control." Chesney said should the Uni-
vers i ry hit an Alert Stage 3, 
Public Service might be forced 
Chesn-:y said the U niversiry 
has apparently been on several 
Young's Restaµrant 






Feb 20th thru Feb 26th 
Breakfast Special 
Pancakes with 
two eggs any style 
with sausage patti, 
small juice and coffee 
•· $2.65 
Luncheon Special 
Our own Monte Christo 
steaming hot ham, turkey & 
swiss ~heese wrapped in • $2.50 
Texas French toast 
served with Cranbeny Sauce 
Dinner Special 
Pork Cutlet dinner 
with mashed potatoes, 
tossed salad and roll 
, • $2.70 
Alert Stage 2's. 
However, he said ''I've been 
assured that heating problems 
will be a thing of the past." 
Clavin said the plan to reduce 
peak demand and therefore the 
problem, will have the control 
system supplying full heat to 
the students' rooms before and 
after the predicted peaks during 
the day. 
"This will keep the peak 
demands down and so this will 
also keep the Public Service 
Company from charging us 
extra for electricty provided 
during a peak time," Clavin said. 
He said the two major prob-
lems with heating in Stoke Hall 
are the windows and the block-
age of the heating grills by 
students. 
Chesney explained Stoke Hall 
is con~tantly buffeted with 
winds which seep into the 
building. The windows in Stoke 
Hall now are obsolete and their 
model discontinued. 
"When the windows need to 
be repaired, maintenance liter-
ally has to 'glue' them back into 
place ... this'makes for inadequate 
sealing around the windows," 
he said. 
Clavin said when students 
place any object near their 
heaters the object will act as an 
insulator between the h~at and 
the student's room. 
Kramer said he talked with 
Clavin and said he was satisfied 
with the progress being made 
on correcting the heating prob-
lem. 
"I think he's (Clavin) right 
in the long term, but I don't 
think it'll be solved overnight; 
at least I wouldn't bet the ranch 
on it," he said. 
TELEPHONE TAPE LINE· 
a service provided by 
Counseling & Testing Center 
and 
Cool-Aid, Inc . 
. 862-2293 
TAPES AVAILABLE ~~someone to talk to" A Private Anonymous Resource 
Anxiety and Possible ways ~o 
Cope with it ..... ..... 30 
Bec()fJdilg Independent from 
Parents .............. 478 
Building Self-Esteem anrJ· 
Confidence ....... .. .. 35 
Coping with Sfress .... 38 
Dating Skills ...... ... 18 
Dealtng with Anger. .. .. 8 
Deatirig with an Alcoholic 
Par~t .. ...... ........ 479 
Dea,h and Dying .. : .. .. . 84 
Dealing w ith Constructive 
Ccitrcism ......... ... .. 7 
862-3554 
Self ~~sertiveness~ ..... 402 
Depression as a Life Style ..... 433 How to Deal with Depression .. 432 
Standing Up for Yoursetf .. 10 
. Early Signs of an Alcohol How to Deal w ith Loneliness ... 32 
Problem .............. 160 Things to Consider in Looking 
How to Handle Fears ... ........ 33 for a Mate ............ ~···71 
Expressing Negative Thoughts 
and Feelings ........... ... 6 Infatuation or Love ...... .... 70 Timing Problems in Male Sexuality .. 24 
Female Homosexuality ... : ... 20 Mate· Hom_osexuality ......... . : .. 21 Types of Intimacy ........... 3 
Female Sex Roles .......... 39 Male Sex Roles ................ 40 Understanding ~ealousy and How 
to Deal with it ............. 9 
Fighting Constru_ctively ... .. 5 Relaxation Exercises .......... . 37 
The Value and Use of Self-Talk· .. 36 
Friendship Building .... ..... 1 Responding to Suicida l Feelings 
oJ Others .... ......... .. ... . :492 What is Counseling and how to 
Helping a Friend ... ... ... .. 90 Use it ...... ... ......... .. 61 
How to Cope w ith a Broken 
Relationship .. .. ...... 83 
What is Depression .... ... . 431 
Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00,-12:00p.m. and a Cool-Aid member will answer the phone. Select the 
tape you wi~h to hear by name and number. The tapes run about 6 minutes. If you have any questions, 
, don't h<,lng up when the tape" is over, and a Cool-Aid member will come back on the line. , 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1985 
Your Bahamas College Week Includes: 
• Round-trip air transportation from your home city to Bahamas • 7 Nights accommodation in 
Freeport (Freeport Inn-casual club like hotel located downtown, next to El Casino and opposite to 
International Bazaar) or Nassau (Dolphin or Atlantis Hotel-ideally located across the street from the 
beach within walking distance to everything). Price based on quad occupancy. Triple add-$50.00 
Double add $100.00 • Roundtrip airport/hotel transfers • Hotel room tax • Gratuities for bellman, 
chamermaids and poolman • College Week activities-sports, parties, music, fun. 
Hotel Options , 
Nassau-Add $25.00 for deluxe Cable Beach Inn, add $60.bo for deluxe Pilot House Hotel 
Freeport-Add $50.00 for first class Windward Palms Hotel. 
SPACE FILLING UP FAST - - BOOK NOW!!!!! -----------, F·--~•r~; ® 212-355-4 705/800-223-0694 (reservations only) I 1-- Bahamas College Weeks . □ Feb 23-Mar 02 □ Apr 6-Apr 13 □ May 18-May 25 I INrER tOUNCEGIATE D Mar 02-Mar 09 □ Apr 13-Apr 20 D May 25-June 0.1 
I 
HOI.IDAYSI · D Mar09-Mar 16 □ Apr20-Apr27 □ June01-June08 
501 Madison Avenue □ Mar 16-Mar 23 □ Apr 27-May 04 □ June 08-June 15 I 
New York, NY 10022 □ Mar 23-Mar 30 O May 04-May 11 D June 15-June'22 
Check One: D Mar 30-Apr 6 □ May 11-May 18 
I 
D FREEPORT D NASSAU Occupancy 
. 
(Sat. departures) (Sat. departures) D Quad D Triple D Double I 
D Sounds good. I've checked the week I want to party and enclosed a S 100 deposit. 
D Send Brochure 

















. *All price, plus 15% tax and services. ,..C_a_m_p-us_R_e_p_/0-f-fic_e _________ __,I 
Price based on departures from 
New York f, Boston . (Add $20 from I ~=!~more and $40 from Philadelphia). · .. ·;;;;·;;';. ______ I 
Applications can be picked up in 
Rm. 108, MUB, M-F 1_0 am - 2 pm . 
MARINES 
The pilot and the flight officer. 
Maybe you can 
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A Tragi:Comedy 
By Friedrich OOrrenmatt 
Directed by David J. Magidson 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Aris Center 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham 
~ 
February 21-23 at 8 pm • i 
UNH~~::;~~:::~, ~ I 
Reservations: (603) 862-2290 I 
~~==~~--.. D-in_ne_r lh_eat_e_r_P_a_c.ka_g_e_, _N_e_w_En.g.1a_n_d_ee_ni_e_r _R_est_a_u_r_a.nt_..~I, 
ARE YOUR COLLEGE FINANCES . 
IN CRITICAL COMDfflOM? 
Joining the Army Reserve can reduce your college costs. 
If you qualify, our Educational Assistance program will pay up 
to $1,000 a year of your tuition for.four years. 
If you have taken out a National Direct or Guaranteed 
Student Loan since October 1, 197 5, our Loan Forgiveness 
program will repay 15% of your debt (up to $10,000) or $500, 
whichever is greater, for each year you serve. 
If you'd like to find out more about how a Reserve enlistment 
can help pay for college, call the number below. Or stop by. 
US Army Recruiting Station 




A great new book from HUMANinteraction 




••.•••• if you want a date for Friday. 
Nothing attracts people to each other 
like certain subtle signals. YOU can 
learn what they are and how to use 
them •• :-:wfth CONFIDENCE ~make some-
one feel you're special. Benefit as 
you enjoy reading of the first-hand 
experiences of others, like yourself, 
trying to attract someone they like. 
o, you ~on' t have to be beautiful, 
wealthy, popular or unique in any way 
•••• these tested winning ways do work 
for everyone willing to try them. 
We know how you feel about first encounters. Maybe you 
are afraid to approach someone -- scared you will be 
rejected, or worse yet, laughed at or put down. Per-
haps you're missing your chance to meet someone that 
you find interesting because you don't know the right 
way to go about it. Worry no more. 
"HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY" was written especially 
for you to overcome these fears and to give you 
new self-assurance. Discover how to make shyness 
work for you. Know why "acting out of character" 
is always the wrong thing to do. Learn how to use 
the "verbal handshake" technique plus many more 
subtle approach ideas you have yet to think of. 
Read how a mere glance, scent or smile can ignite 
a relationship and be sure 
that you're using them the 
right way.(You'll know you 
know how!) Chapters also 
uncover many sensitive areas' 
no one ever tells you about 
but we tell it like it is ...• 
with humor and warmth. If ever 
you've wanted someone you like 
to "want to" know you then 
this book is a must! You won't 
put it down tilit's finished. ------· "Hi!" 
Box 1091, Shalimar, FL , 32579 
H<)W TO 




Please send a copy of HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY in a I 
plain envelope.(great gift item!) My payment of 
$9.95 (plus $1.05 postage and handling) is en-
closed. I .may return the book anytime within ten 
days of delivery for a full refund. : iCheckenclosed I 
I 
~j:~~h,c~~•o . : v,sa I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I· I 
Signature __________ Exp dale ___ _ 
Name _________ , 
Lldress 1.ty · State ____ Zip ____ , -.---------
CELEBRATE 
Al(?ohol Awareness Days ·. 
. --_-- -:·· ·- ·- ··_-··:·:~-~--- :·-··_·. -.-·-:··-:·--.--~--------·~:--::: ·-.···--.--:~---·~-- -· :·~---A:f:llie··-u ·NH-.. ·-··:~: -·--:~- ··:: ··- :·: :·· _--_·- ·---~- ._- ... :··_·.: -
' ... 
Non-alcoholic beverages will be served· 
Tuesday, February 19 · · 
.. -- --- - ..... - -
. - . -
.. .. ... .. , .. , ,.., 
II .AM - l _PM MUB. - TOP FLOQ_R __________ --·----··---------- __ .. __________ .. __  .. _______ . ---- -----··· -··-- -· .··-_~---=----_--: _ .--=--- -~- -. -- --- - ·-·--------- - -- ----·-··· - ··---- ·-·--·- --- -- ---=---~----·-::.-~ ------ -- ·~----------:--:-.::-~:.~. ---~-----.~--~--=---:-- .:- ----.. -----:_· _-:---~------__ :·--- --- ___ . - - -- ----·· · - - ----- . --
Wednesday, February 20 
.. ____ .. .... . .._"'.".::~~:_--:-;.:~-:-::·:·~~-: ===::~·.: ::~-::--~=-::-::::·;-=-::---:·;= .:-.::~.~--=-:::~--;::·:-~:-12~.:.~:.-2-:-:-RM:::McC&rinell---:-liaD:-::-:=-::~;=~~-:::· .-:-::-::.::'.~~-:.-:-::.·~-=-;-=~~-:=·-~-:::-.: ..... - .. : ...... ~ ----- .:·.==· .. -:::-.-.-:~--: ::-.::·:·::= 
Thurs.day, February 21 
4·: 1-5 PM - 6:15 PM Stillings Dining Hall · 
/ 
Open to students, faculty & staff. Free beverages, recipes, alcohol & drug info 
Sponsored by: UNH Alcohol Advisory Committee & the Division of Student Affairs 
--· . - - - .. ·· ·- ... - --••-· ·· -· ·- -·- .. . -~ ... -- -· - ··~ . --- - --···· --· . 
RO-T • GONE AUTO BODY 
REPLACE THE METAL 
NOT THE CAR 
BODYWORK, WELDING, 
ENGINE REPAIR, UNDERCOATING 
SPECIALISTS IN ALL TYPES OF 
RUST DAMAGE - . 
BRING YOUR 
UNH STUDENT IDENTIFICATION 
FOR A 10% DISCOUNT 
~ON__ALL PARTS -AND LABOR 
*WINTER SPECIAL* 
WE'LL PAINT YOUR 
MID-SIZE CAR OR PICK-UP TRUCK 
FOR $149.95 
WE'RE ON 16B, THE OLD DOVER ROAD IN 
ROCHESTER - JUST 2½ MILES NORTH FROM 
DOVER 
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Editorial 
Commission award noteworthy advance 
The President's Commission on the 
Status of Women will be awarding its first 
Women's Commission Award in several 
weeks. The purpose of this award is to 
"honor a person who has contributed . 
significantly to advancing the status of 
women at UNH." 
have been partially alleviated. There remain 
great distances to go. 
Another problem area is in tenure. The 
number of tenured women faculty is grossly 
dis proportionate to that of men. Likewise 
the number of women who have been 
granted the full status of professor is 
reprehensible: two. That's right, only two 
of the women teaching at this University 
have ad1icvcd the level of full professor. 
full professor? It seems incomprehensible. 
This award should be taken sFriously by 
the entire University community as the 
sign of progressive thinking it is. Along 
with the non-sexist language policy this 
award will help to strengthen the position 
of women at UNH and it will help to break 
down some of the barriers which now exist 
for the achievement of equality for women. This award is the perfect opportunity 
for the University to officially ~huw -iu, 
support for and commitment to the raising 
of women to an equal status with men at 
UNH. The most blatant area in which this 
inequity exists is in salary differences which 
For whatever reason this problem still 
exists there is reason to questioh it. Are 
the·re only two women teaching at this 
University qualifed to attain the status of 
Nominations for the award are being 
accepted until March 1 and all students 
should feel free to submit names of those 
legitimate candidates they know. 
Mystery 
To the Editor: 
For all of those at UNH who are 
dying to know who the other 
Christensen RA is who "didn't want 
to be identified" in the January 
article about Hall Staff and Drink-
ing, drool over this, for the mystery 
man speaks ... First of all, THANK 
YOU Anne ?vliller for your honest 
comment of "I don't think it's 
anyone else's business, frankly." 
It was much appreciated! For 
anyone applying (hoping) to be a 
future Resident Assistant, BE 
YOURSELF, not the "artificial role 
model" that is so much talked about. 
Also, work WITH the students, 
DON'T OVERSEE them. You 
aren't to be a baby-sitter (or Cop 
either), you're to work for the 
students, not the P.D. Be supportive 
and spirited and acquire respect, 
don't require it. When you accept 
the job and its responsibilities, -
accept also the pressures (peer), 
late night headaches, training 
sessions, "confrontations," and 
duties (policy enforcement) that 
go with it. Don't kid yourself, they 
don't give free room and board 
because you're cute!!! Last of all, 
apply because you care, not because 
of cash. If you think the "benefits" 
are great, talk to a few current RAs 
before making a decision and 
possibly consider another job. With 
· a "normal" job, there aren't as many 
headaches and if you resign or quit, 
others won't pass enlarged, . false 
rumors about you and the The New 
Hampshire won't be haunting you 
for an interview ... 
J.T. Jewell 
Christensen 6A (XRA) 
Editorial 
To the Editor, 
We would like to voice our 
appreciation for your editorial "A 
Vote for Community." We would 
like to thank you for your support-
and for drawing attention to the 
significance of the upcoming elec-
tion. However, at one point in your 
editorial, you stated that a student-
... "Must pay a residence tax before 
you (the student) will be eligible 
(to vote)." THIS IS INCORRECT!! 
All a student must do in order to 
vote is ~o prove his or her :~itizen-
ship b-y providing something tliat 
shows date and place of birth. (i.e. 
a birth certificate or a passport) 
The student must then bring this 
proof down to the town hall by 
March 2nd. This might require a 
student to call home and have a 
birth certificate sent here, so it is 
important that the students realize 
this and act promptly. 
All that is required from a student 
is time. The time it takes to register 
and the time it takes to vote, 
probably a total time of about thirty 
minutes out of a students life, is 
relatively small. This is thirty 
minutes that will be well spent 
considering it will affect every ' 
aspect of life in Durham and the 
University community. Once again, 
we thank you for your support and 
urge the students to exercise their 
rights as citizens by registering and 
going in full force to vote on March 
12th. Then, the students of the 
University will truly have a voice 
in Durham. 
Jay Ablondi and 
Jim Griffith 
Candidates for Durham Board of 
Selectmen 
Blood 
To the Editor: 
Our lovable Raggedy Ann and 
Andy have been returned to their 
home at "Perspectives in beautiful 
downtown Durham after an ex-
hausting five days! They really were 
"swingers" and so were all of you! 
Amid "Romance in the Donor 
Room," 1,382 of you came to show 
your love and 1,147 of your beau-
tiful Valentine's were delivered 
by Red Cross! This total number 
won the second largest response 
at UNH and once again proved your 
leadership in our program! 
mess and the Valenti~e spirit 
because of you! At our welcome 
station hung a paper heart with the 
old school boy tradition of love 
expressed with the words, "Red 
Cross loves UNH!" We have since 
1951 and the love affair between 
us will last a lifetime.!! 
Jarry Stearns 
Your Durham Red Cross Blood 
· Chairwoman 
Soviets 
To the Editor: 
The reply to my letter on disar-
mament showed the fatal flaw of 
the CDP: Your misguided focus on 
objects, weapons. You can't see the 
woods, all you see are the trees. You 
quote Einstein as proof that nuclear 
weapons are all defining, let me 
quote Sir Hiram Maxin " ... machine-
ours. If we repudiated these "In-
alienaole Rights" our government 
would collapse. Denying their 
revolutionary mission to overthrow 
the west would cause the Soviets 
to collapse. 
This same person also said to me 
"Well maybe if we disarm they will 
too." This is not merely wishful 
thinking-it's mental masturba-
t,ion·:Tbe Sov~et Union has declared, 
openly, in writing, over and over 
again for nearly 70 years that it 
would destsroy us, that their "World 
Revolution" would triumph. If you 
were standing in an alley facing 
someone who you bear no special 
animosity towards ( other than that 
casued by fear) who for 70 years 
had made a public show of wanting 
to kill you, would you throw away 
your gun? You may view world 
relations as a crisis of morality: The 
Soviets have a more basic under-
standing: Us or Them, and the 
Soviets have chosen themselves. 
guns will have the effect of prevent- (If you actually do expect them 
Are you too paranoid? Or not 
paranoid enough? Why don't you 
change your focus to the real source 
of most of the world's ills: Soviet 




To the Editor: 
Reports of our demise are greatly 
exagerated. . 
On the other hand, Amherst 
College has attempted to kill their 
fraternity system, with little success. 
Please try not to confuse the two 
in the future. 
Jay Flynn 
President, Interfraternity Council 
University of Massachusetts 
ing war by making wars too costly ... " to honor a disarmament treaty, I 
an earlier time, an earlier, ,ultimate have a bridge that I'd like to sell 
weapon. Any successful avoidance to you.) I've nothing personal 
of nuclear war rests on people, not against the CDP. Your hearts are 
on weapons. Your fascination with in the right place, it's your focus 
the weapons is short-sighted and that's off. The threat of nuclear war 
foolish. THe key to preventing has made you paranoid, and you face 
nuclear (or any other) war is the paranoic's dilemma. 
Western-Soviet relations, not the -..-------------..---------------"'I 
false hope of arms limitations. 
Upon reading my original letter, 
an aquaintance told me that "we" 
the American people are no better 
than "they" the various peoples 
of the Soviet Union, but "we" the 
United States government are 
certainly better than "they" the 
Soviet Government. Sure we have 
had our Vietnam, our Lebanon, our 
Grenada. We' re not angels, but the 
Soviets have had their Afganistan, 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, 
Finland, Latvia, Estonia Bulgaria, 
East Germany, Mongolia, etc. etc., 
the list is seemingly endless. But 
the fact that they are more likely 
to add countries to their empire 
than we are doesn't make our 
country better. 
The New Ha~pshire 
JAMES M. MILLARD, Editor-in-Chief· 
KEVIN MORSE, Managing Editor 
KRIS SNOW, News Editor 
MEG BAK~R. Managing Editor 
KEN FISH, News Editor 
-STEVE LAN<;3EVIN, Sports Editor _ PA'!_-RICIA O'DELL. Features Editor 
Advertising Anoc:latn 
Lori Norris 
l'imothy S. Gernhard 





CHARLES SMITH Jr .• Photo Editor 
BILL PILCHER, Business Manager 





















Marc T. Micciche 
Thom Mrozek 
Mike Fogarty 
I hoped to reach near the 1,100 
total and you did not disappoint 
me! You exceeded my hopes .and 
provid~d 85 % of the blood supply 
essential for the week throughout 
our region. 
__ . So, what does make us better? 
Our attitude. We are q.iiite happy -
to live and let live. (We are even 
content to live and let die, unfor-
tunately). The Soviets? OVER-
THROWING AND DESTROY-
ING US VIOLENTLY IS THE 
BASIC TENET OF THE SOVIET 
GOVERNMENT-IT'S PRIMARY 
RAISON D'ETRE. The Soviet 
Government must work to further 
their violent Revolution, for the 
concept of revolution is as basic to 
their government as life, liberty, 











Not only did you give of your-
selves as donors, but all segments 
of the campus joined together to 
increase our volunteer staff. 
Commuters, Residence Halls, 
ROTC and the Greek system made 
our job easier and we are proud to 
welcome Sigma Phi Epsilon and • 
the potential members of Delta Chi 
to our team. 





News Briefs Editor 
Patty O'Dell 
Forum Editors 
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University Forum 
Misrepresenting The Right 
By Patricia Clancy, Francis Smith, and Susanne Bolduc 
The UNH Herald is more a forum through which 
a small group of students harasses other students 
and student organizations than it is a newspaper. 
The editors apparently prefer attacking individuals 
to researching and reporting on the issues. The 
Herald calls itself an unquestionable conservative, 
right-wing publication, but the articles and editorials 
it contains reflect attitudes so extreme that they 
do not possibly accurately represent the right. By 
alleging to represent the right, The Herald staff 
is alienating those at UNH who concur with the 
Republican, conservative school of thought. 
as fact, In one instance, editor John Gamm0n claimed 
that "The Student Press rejected our application 
(for access to typesetting equipment) solely because 
they do not want conservative opinions voiced on 
campus." Such a blatant presumption does not belong 
in the pages of any self-respecting paper. 
society by expressing his views? The Herald claims 
· to be the "champion of freedom of speech and of 
freedom for the individual," yet the paper degrades 
and ridicules those who pursue these freedoms. 
Instead of writing intelligent, factual editorials 
and a•rticles, The Herald concentrates on libeling 
and harassing those who hold different views. For 
example, last semester an editor of The New 
Hampshire wrote an editorial promoting tolerance 
of homosexuality. The Herald did not respond with 
an opposing view or an article about why tolerance 
may be harmful or threatening. Instead, the 
publication ran a story strongly suggesting that 
because·· The New Hampshire editor supports 
tolerance, he must be a homosexual himself. This 
is an illogical and unsubstantiated suggestion 
construable only as an attempt to intimidate and 
What The Herald seems not to realize is that 
by distributing a right-wing newspaper and by using 
the university name, they are making two com-
mitments: one to their proclaimed political, 
affiliation and another to the UNH community. 
Therefore they are accountable as political advocates 
for accurate representation of conservative political 
philosophy and, as journalists, for reporting issues 
and ideas in a fair and objective manner. If The 
Herald is using journalism merely to stir up 
controversy and to provoke those people and groups 
holding opposing views, then they are in fact 
mocking the right, the university name, and the 
students they claim to represent. Indeed such a 
paper is a farce. If the editors are serious and actually 
embrace the doctrine of intolerance they espouse, 
then they are undeniably misrepresenting conser-
vative political doctrine and should dissociate 
themselves from it. 
We seriously question the motives involved in 
the publication of The Herald. Why are the editors 
using their newspaper to carry out personal 
vendattas against anyone who opts to exercise his 
right as an American and as a member of a pluralistic --
Because The Herald does not receive funds drawn 
from mandatory student fees, it is not required 
to issue a formal statement of purpose. However, 
we call on its editors to issue such a statement clearly 
defining their goals and indicating exactly whom 
they purport to represent. Currently, the paper 
is abusing its political and journalistic responsi- ; 
bilities. We fail to see how these self-proclaimed 
"Students for a Better America" intend to improve 
this country through racism, sexism, hatred, libel, 
intolerance, arrogance, condenscension, raw ven-
geance, personal attacks, and wild accusations. 
We deny neither the right, nor the need, for a 
conservative publication at UNH. The Herald, 
however, has massacred a good idea and a strong 
initial effort has sadly collapsed into name-calling 
and trivial nit-picking. We sincerely hope that future 
issues of The Herald show the maturity and dignity 
requisite to making the publicatio_n worthy of a 
place on campus. 
· prevent another from espousing his views. The 
Herald staff must be aware that to attack the 
individual rather than the issue raised is grossly 
irresponsible journalism. 
Nor is it responsible to print pure conject~r_e _ 
In the Name of God 
With religion back in vogue and 
gaining respect among the educated 
upper middle-class of America, the 
many murmurs from the isolated 
pockets of American fundamentalism 
are growing louder and stronger. These 
conservative, vocal factions have finally 
discovered the power of the magic 
media: television and newspapers. 
One of the largest and best organized 
of these groups if the Moral Majority, 
led by the Reverend Jerry Falwell. 
If he continues to have his way, 
disestablishmentarianism may become 
an endangered word in Webster's and 
sixth graders' vocabularies. 
During the past several years, certain 
religious issues have entered the 
national dispute scene supported by 
the moral majority and similar groups. 
Recently the Supreme Court has al-
lowed Nativity 'scences back into 
publicly-funded town parks, saying 
creches do not constitute "governmen-
tal favoritism" toward one form of 
religion. This action has put the _ 
American Civil Liberties Union 
(ACLU) once more in the dog-house 
among the rest of an increasingly 
disreputable crowd: atheists, commu-~ 
nists and communist-sympathizers. 
Prayer in school has taken on the 
more respectable cloth of a "moment 
of silence" in New Jersey. It's just too 
bad for the statistical Muslim should 
a "moment of silence" come to be 
standard. 
Today, abortion clinics and Planned 
Relying· on Diplomacy _ 
Last week President Reagan an-
nounced that he no longer wants 
Congress to give money to the anti-
Sandinista Contras in order to over-
throw the government of Nicaragua. 
Instead he says that he wants to sit 
down with the Sandinistas and iron 
out our differences. Of course, Reagan 
says that the Contras will need more 
money in order to force the Sandinistas 
to the bargaining table. ,-
This situation is made even more 
interesting by the fact that since taking 
power in 1979, the Sandinistas have 
repeatedly attempted to establish 
communication with the White House, 
only to be snubbed by both President 
Carter and P.resident Reagas b_ecause 
of their socialist ideology. 
Most recently President Reagan has 
established a policy towards Nicaragua 
which relies upon armed warfare and 
totally rejects diplomacy as a viable 
course of action. The culmination of 
this policy has been the illegal and 
morally indefensible mining of Ma-
nagua Harbor. 
Reagan's justification for this policy, 
of course, is that the Nicaraguan 
government is socialist and therefore 
subject to the wishes of the Soviet 
Union. According to the President this 
means that Nicaragua is a threat to 
all of our neighbors who love freedom. 
President Reagan is forgetting one 
very important fact, however, the 
Sandinista government enjoys the 
support of the people of Nicaragua. 
They remember the days when Somoza 
ravaged the country and, although the 
present government has not repres-
ented them as well as they had hoped, 
they still find it a better alternative 
than the Somoza regime. The Sandi-
nista's faith in this popular support 
was clearly shown recently when the 
government armed its citizens in 
defense _of a poss_ible American inva-
sion. Had the people of Nicaragua been 
dissatisfied with their government, 
would they not have raised up in arms 
against the Sandinistas? 
This is not to say that Nicaragua's 
present leadership is perfect, or ~ven 
good for that matter. Indeed, there is 
some indication that the Sandinistas 
have been denying the Nicaraguan 
people certain rights, including free-
dom of speech. The fact remains, 
however, that the government enjoys 
Patricia CJ;ncy is a senior English Major. 
Francis Smith is a senior Computer Science Major. 
Susanne Bolduc is a senior Economics Major. 
Parenthood offices are operating under 
the threat of. "moni.l righteousness" . 
and hidden bombs. 1 he violence and 
potential for numerous deaths is 
outweighed by those who claim to be 
moved to action by their consciences 
to fight against the God-less murders 
of millions of fetuses which occur in 
our country. _ _ 
Even -now a sono-gram (a film 
composed of ultrasound waves reflected 
from an object, such as a fetus) entitled 
The Silent Scream, which purportedly 
depicts the actual abortion of a fetus, 
is being distributed under the auspices 
of Reverend Falwell to the United 
States Senate and the Supreme Court 
to convince them of the tragedy of 
abortion and the necessity for outlawing 
it. 
popular support, thus render.ing a 
military takeover impossible unless 
we wish to subjugate the people as was 
the case in Chile. 
One may ask then, what should be 
done about Nicaragua? The answer to 
this question is that the United States 
should rely on diplomacy. We should 
resume relations with the Sandinistas 
while at the same time making it 
perfectly clear that we will not tolerate 
their aiding individuals or groups who 
are attempting to overthrow any 
established democracies. In dealing 
with any country in Latin America we 
should concern ourselves _more with 
the wishes and needs of the people and 
less with whether their leaders lean 
more to the right or left. - -
One advantage that we have in such 
a policy, which President Reagan 
doesn't seem to have faith in, is the 
power of a fairly administered social 
democratic government such as ours. 
If we give people the right to choose 
their own form of government and 
their leaders we can be sure that liberty 
has been served. 
We can also assume that the people ' 
of these countries will eventually turn 
By Ken Fish 
Have you ever seen the Star-child 
in the film 2010? 
While showing the film on the 
television show Good Morning A me-
rica, a NOW (National Organization 
of Women) representative accused the 
movie of being an obviously false 
depiction of an actual abortion. Reve-
rend Falwell, a guest on the show, would 
not respond to the accusation. 
Representatives of the people are 
voted into their offices to create laws 
which help the people of the country 
live together peaceably. They are not 
there to satisfy the interest of a minority 
group determined to create a moral 
standard for America. 
Ken Fish is not the President of the Jerry 
Falwell Fan Club. 
By-Bill Smith 
to democracy for le<!dership. History 
has shown us that communism doesn't 
work. The economy of the Soviet Union 
if faltering under the burden of lack 
of productivity while Cuba is sustained 
only because of great sums of Soviet 
aid. Indeed, China has even begun to 
take the first tentative steps towards 
establishing a capitalistic democratic 
society after expe:riencing the failures 
of communism. · 
Of course, it is cmtitely possible that 
in order~ retain power the Sandinista 
government might turn to totalitar-
ianism in order to comrol the people. 
of Nicaragua. Qnly . then must we 
intervene. 
We must allow 'fhe]=ieople 6f -Nk:a-
ragua to choose their own form of 
government. Democracy is the best 
form that history has seen, but if 
Nicaragua is to becom~ a truly demo-
cratic state we must allow the Nica-
raguan people to turn to it in their own 
way and at their own pace. 
Bill Smith is the editor of the UNH Forum. 
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University of New Hampshire Alumni 
Association 
Descripti01 
Nominations may be made by 
staff, alumni, and friends of th 
. New Hampshire, and will be acce_ 
S. Elliot Alumni Center by March· 
All full time members of the tt 
at the University of.New -Hamp 
minimum of three consecutive ye, 
at UNH, are eligible to receive the Di. . · 
Teaching A ward. 
Past recipients are not eligible to rec 
award. 
David L. Balkwill, Microbioi,._ ... 
Lester A. Fisher, English 
Filson H. Glanz, Engineering 
Hans Heilbronner, History 
Robert E. Houston, Jr:, Physics 
'ligibility 
, am requested for the UNH 
ition 's D istinguished Teaching 
.s a means to honor distinguishe~ 
to provide encouragment and 
excellence in this field; the awards 
coted at Honors Convocation each 
Jr two faculty members; each recipient · 
·,vill receive a $1500 cash prize. 
. .. iey R. Irwin, Economics 
1.Jaul R. Jones, Chemistry . 
Allen B. Linden, History 
Donald M. Murray, English 
Samuel C. Smith, Animal science 
Nomination Forms Are Available in the Library 
and at the Alumni Center 
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Bill Staines entertains the crowd at the Niche Coffeehouse 
Saturday night.(Diana Frye photo) 
Students seek 
new ·career 
By Patricia O'Dell 
'Tm not a 28. My chest can't 
be 28 inches wide. Hey, don_'t 
pull my shirt up that far!" 
He wants to be a model. 
That's why he attended a semin-
ar for prospective models spon-
sored by the Ariston modeling 
agency. Ariston, a new agency, 
is located in Dover. 
Susan Young, the agency's 
owner and director, says the 
agency is not looking to students 
as prospective models. 'Tm not 
aiming towards students. I'm 
aiming towards anyone who is 
model material,~' she said. 
But she stressed that model-
ing should only be considered 
a part-time career. "There's a 
lot of competition in this field. 
Its something that works very 
well for people who have some-
thing else going for them at the 
same time," she said. 
With Ariston's models earn-
ing $ 3 5 per hour with a min-
imum booking of $ 100, for the 
day, modeling might seem like 
a very lucrative sideline for a 
student. 
Young agrees. "I don't think 
most people can imagine any-
place else they can make $35 an 
hour, even if it isn't extremely 
steady work." 
''I've been trying to pursue 
modeling. This just seemed like 
the perfect opportunity. It ap-
peals to every girl, I think," said 
Pam Seely, a UNH sophomore 
and a prospective model. 
"My mother has this great 
idea I belong in front of a camera 
instead of behind one, so that's 
why I'm here," said Angie 
Graziano, an incoming fresh-
man. 
"A glamorous model-it just 
seems pretty good. You know, 
you mention modeling and you 
mention the fast life. Everybody 
says they'd like to do it and then 
they don't. Well, I'm going to 
do it. If she accepts me at least," 
said sophomore Stephen 
Th?mpson. 
According to Young, model-
ing is simply "creating a feeling. 
Its creating an idea." 
"A model is just another 
working person who happens 
. to-have a little bit more fun and 
glamorous job than someone 
else," she said. · 
"As the purchasing power of 
the country changes, the way 
the advertising is made 
changes," Young said. "Our 
purchasing power right today 
is with the Yuppie market. 
That's one type of look you 
(prospective models) should try 
to come up with." 
Folk finds its Niche 
By Diana Frye 
Bill Staines puts images of 
American heritage to music the 
way Norman Rockwell put 
them on canvas. 
Staines performed at the _ 
Niche Cofeehouse last Saturday, 
night. 
A popular folk performer, Bill 
Staines travels throughout the 
northeastern United States play-
ing his guitar upside down and 
yodeling to entertain his audien-
ces. 
StaiIJ.~s is a polished per-
former, at ease on stage and able 
to alter his presentation to fit 
the audience. These traits have 
made him more and more pop-
ular. In 1980 and 1981 he was 
selected as the favorite folk 
performer in the annual reader's 
poll of the Boston Globe. When 
asked how he became so popular 
he said wryly, "If you play for 
four friends and then four more, 
eventually a lot of people get 
to know you." 
Staines plays to the audience 
as if to close friends. Add that 
to a good quality voice, fine 
music, witty commentary, and 
a varied performance and one 
gets a great entertainer. 
This entertainer plays mellow 
songs tp_a!_ pull at the heartst-
rings. Staines' repertoire in-
cludes jumpy, lively songs such 
as "Little Boxes" which bring 
to the fore the quirkiness of 
American nature and how we 
love to collect little boxes. 
Another lively song that caught 
everyone's attention was "Black 
Flies" which Staines calls the 
travelling mouth of tht> north 
Staines performs mostly his 
own material, whi~h ranges 
from traditional folk tunes to 
contemporary country ballads. 
He says, "as a writer you tend 
to absorb more of your sur-
roundings." Often, he would 
sketch in the background of a 
song before singing it, even at 
times interrupting the song to 
insert witicisms. With a less 
skilled performer such practices 
might have disrupted the per- . 
formance, but not with Staines. 
He went through one story 
called "Ten Ton Molly" without 
once striking a cµord on his 
guitar yet able to hold the 
audience spellbound with tales 
of a runaway tank clearing the 
interstate for truckers. 
To end the first set Staines 
demonstrated his yodeling abil-
ities. It wasJascinating to hear 
and not as·faucous a sound as 
might be imagined. According 
to Staines,. :·yodeling is really 
just a controlled-crack in the 
voice." He said he's always been 
fascinated by yodeling ever since 
he read Heidi, but he first began ~ 
yodeling in 1968. In 1975 he 
won the National Yodeling 
Championship. 
The audience at the Niche 
seemed to enjoy the whole show, 
in particular the sing-a-longs. 
The atmosphere at the Niche 
was unique. Tapestries hanging 
on the walls, wooden wire 
spools turned on their sides as 
makeshift tables, and candle-
light all added to the ambiance. 
Every Saturday night the 
Niche Coffeehouse provides 
free entertainment in Devine's 
lounge. Last week the room was 
packed with Staines fans. When 
one avid admirer was asked 
what he enjoyed most about Bill 
Staines he responded, "his 
ability to capture the flavor of 
American life." Between his 
traveling tales and the songs 
spun from those adventures 
Staines does indeed create a 
certain nostalgia for the Amer-
1ican way of life. 
Students salute soldiers 
By Kathy Duke , 
On March 1 and 2, students 
will have a chance to celebrate 
the end of the war. The war that 
ended in 1945, that is. 
On those days, Hotel Admin-
istration 667 students will serve 
a gourmet dinner in the _MUB:s 
Granite Room. The drnner s 
theme is "The war is over! A 
toast to the victory of '45." This 
tribute to the solders' homecom-
ing is the first of two gou_rmet • 
dinners scheduled for this se-
mester. 
Tickets will cost $15.95. They 
will go on s-ale on _Febru~ry 2_1. 
The evening will begrn with 
program for years. Approxi-
mately 500 students, parents 
and faculty members will attend 
the dinner. 
- General manager Rich Kos-
tandin views the next few weeks 
a cocktail hour. A seven course 
dinner will be served, and 
entertainment will be provided. 
The menu will acknowledge 
those who shared in the victory. 
Menu items include Le poulet + 
de Francais, Royal Brittania 
salad and a victory dessert. 
Entertainment will be pro-
vided by the Mary Karl Da~ce 
Band, an eight piece band whICh 
wilf perform popular songs 
from the '40s. 
"The dinner is an awful lot 
of work in such a short amount 
of time," said Lanie Warren, 
front of the house manager, "but · 
everyone is working together 
and we' re moving right along.'' . . 
The gourmet dinners have -~ests mmgle at 
as a challenge. "Despite the fact 
that the 667 class has only had 
three and a half weeks to pre-
pare and execute the gourmet 
dinner, I anticipate the quality 
and success ofthis gala to be 
quite prodigious." 
been a tradition with the hotel ' - photo) 
Read a book instead 
By W. Glenn Stevens 
Hollywood is a small to~n, 
just . one big ,happy family. 
iiiiiiiiii.,.._..-Hollywood Wives is a wast~ of 
time, just one big nauseatrng 
mini series. 
on Monday night I feel very, 
very, sorry for you. -
Watching Hollywood Wives 
was perhaps the worst, most 
banal one hour that I have ever 
spent. I say one hour because 
I could only physically make it 
through the first half. 
The cast of Hollywood Wives 
looks like a reunion of has been 
B-movie stars. Just look at this 
cast. Angie (boy am I getting 
old) Dickinson, Mary (my father 
was famous) Crosby, Roddy (I UNH student and prospective Ariston model Elizabeth Laflam 
poses for test photos.(Charles Smith,Jr. photo) If you made it through al~ of 
Jackie Collins' Hollywood Wives HOLLYWOOD, page 18 
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New albums bring back old memories 
The Velvet Underground 
vu 
Verve/PolvGram 
In 1965 The Velvet Under-
ground was formed and even-
tually became part of Andy 
Warhol's Exploding Plastic 
Inevitable. The proto-
-psychedelic band went on to 
release three albums on the 
Verve/MGM label,The Velvet 
Underground and Nico, White 
Light/White Heat, and The 
Velvet Underground. 
Before and after the third 
album, the group recorded a 
number of songs that were 
never officially released. These 
songs, recorded between Feb-
ruary 1968 and October 1969, 
have been released, with new 
mixes, on a "new" Velvet Un-
derground Lp. 
The new release shows the 
multi-faceted character of the 
band that has influenced so 
many pedormers since 1970, 
most notably the early works 
of Roxy Music, David Bowie, 
Joy Division, and today's neo-
psychedelic bands such as 
Dream Syndicate and Green on 
Red. 
The VU album features "Fog-
gy Notion," which shows the 
simple percussion work of Mau-
reen Tucker and the almost-
innocent exuberance of the· 
"garage" bands of the time, a 
sound that has once again come 
back into vogue. 
"One of These Days" has a 
clean sound with guitar work 
not unlike that of Credence 
Clearwater Revival. And "Ste-
phanie Says," one of only two 
songs with John Cale perform-
ing, is a light, soft song with 
Cale's viola providing back-
ground while a somewhat sin-
ister tone runs through the 
lyrics. 
An interesting point about 
the album is the seemingly 
missing dark undertones so 
apparent on the other Velvet 
Underground albums. There is 
no outstanding• drug or sex 
songs that stand out as on their 
previous releases. 
There are musical periods on 
VU reminiscient of 'Tm Wait-
ing for the Man" and "Heroin," 
but without the lyrical tortures 
and pleasantries inherent in 
mainlining. Even the raspy 
feedback in "Sister Ray" can be 
heard once or twice on VU, but 
the decadent actions do not 
strike out. 
This absence of the underside 
of society that sin-
ger/songwriter Lou Reed was 
so proud to inform America of 
will only serve to invite more 
people to listen to this fine 
record. 
In general, there are two 
types -of songs to be heard: 
straightforward rockers, such 
as "Foggy Notion" and "Temp-
tation Inside Your Heart," and 
mood pieces, like "Ocean" and 
"Lisa Says." _ 
One song that does not quite 
fit into this categorization is 
'Tm Sticking with You," sung 
by Tucker. This slow tune has 
lyrics bordering on the ridic-
ulous, but actually reflecting a 
child's viewpoint: 'Tm sticking 
with you, 'cause I'm made out 
of glue ... " 
The VU album, for all the re-
mixing, still retains a raw 
feeling, like music made in one 
take. Notably, "Temptation 
Inside Your Heart," which still 
has the voices of people talking 
in the studio: "Hey, that was 
a p_..retty good lead," and some 
improvised "doo-wop" cho-
ruses. 
BY THOM MROZEK 
Van Morrison 
A Sense of Wonder 
Polygram Records 
Some things in rock music 
(believe it or not) remain con-
stant. One of these things is Van 
Morrison, who has been quietly 
but consistently producing spir-
itual, soul-tinged R&B for close 
to two decades. 
In 1966, Morrison emerged 
from Belfast with his powerful 
new band Them, and its rock 
and roll masterpiece, "Gloria" 
(which gained more acceptance 
in the U.S. with Shadow of 
Knight's top ten version). His 
numerous successive solo al-
bums (almost all superb exam-
ples of Morrison's uncomprom-
ising style and vision) yielded 
such hits as "Brown Eyed Girl," 
"Moondance" and "Tupelo Ho-· 
ney" and established him as an 
artist who could focus his dif-
fuse, hard-edged and tender 
sentiment into driving, upbeat 
songs. 
With Morrison's latest album, 
A Sense of Wonder, all the 
familiar elements are there-
Morrison' s beautifully articulate 
singing on the introspective "A 
New Kind of Man," the slow, 
swaying ballardry of "What 
Would I Do Without You" and 
the familiar jazzy mysticism of 
"The Mastds Eyes." 
Once again, Van Morrison 
.has created an album which 
balances his eclectic tastes-
ranging from Irish folk and jazz 
tn l.i:itin ~nd soul-infected 
rhythms-and combines them 
in a personal statement of 
reflection and genuine emotion. 
A Sense oi Wond~r is full of 
Morrison's doubts about the 
past and uncertainties of the 
future summed up by a man who 
has seen a lot of both. Some of 
the radiance of "Into the Music" 
has been replaced by Morrison's 
more tempered spirituality and 
more wizened perspective, but 
Morrison, a man who has chro-
nicled the passing two decades 
of upheaval in his and our 
lifetimes has never been any-
thing less than honest with 
himself. 
BY JON EKSTROM 
Residents bring dinner theatre to Dover 
By John W. Hurney 
"The' Apple Tree" was in full 
bloom last Friday night when 
The Garrison Players of Dover 
presented it along with 
"Thurber Carnival." 
"The Apple Tree" is a hilar-
ious look at the story of Adam 
& Eve. The story is based on 
"The Diary of Adam & Eve," 
a book by Mark Twain. The 
play's music was written by Jerry 
Bock, the lyrics by Sheldon 
Barnick, and the book by 
Messrs. Harnick and Bock. 
Eve, played by Marie Camire, 
seemed to be a great deal smar-
, ter than Adam, played by Mi-
chael Tobin. Theater-goers 
might have seen Tobin last year 
as Matt in U.N.H.'s production 
of The Fantasticks. 
Eve showed her brains when 
it came to naming the animals. 
When Adam would attempt to 
name a yellow chicken a "yellow 
ducker," Eve would calmly 
explain it's a yellow chicken and 
put Adam in his place. She 
would explain her name by 
saying "it looks like a yellow 
chicken." Another amusing 
moment was when Adam in-
vented the world's first joke, 
"Why did the yellow ducker go 
across the path ... " 
The show was beautifully 
-performed. The audience never 
lost interest in the show. Cam-
ire, Tobin, and Bill Morris, who 
played a very sinful Snake, made 
the show enjoyable through 
their polished delivery of the 
songs and jokes. 
Highlights of the evening 
were Camire's singing of "Feel-
ings" and "What makes me love 
him?" along with Bill's perfor-
mance of "The Apple Tree 
(Forbidden Fruit)." Tobin got 
the audience to chuckle when 
he sang a song about Eve's new 
child, entitled 'It's a Fish". He 
also had the audience in tears 
when he told of the death of his 
love Eve. There was scarcely a 
dry eye in the house during this 
very touching scene. 
The acting and the singing 
in "The Apple Tree" were 
super. Both Director Kathryn 
Finley and Musical Director 
Carol Davenport did an excel-
lent job. 
Unfortunately "Thurber Car-
nival", by James Thurber, was 
not as funny as "The Apple 
Tree." The problem stemmed 
from the technical problem in 
the scene called "The Last 
Flower", not from the acting 
or t_he directing of Rayne! 
Shepard. 
The actors caught the audien-
ce's attention at the beginning, 
but lost it during the "Last 
Flower". Some members of the 
audience left at this point, but 
those who did stay were soon 
interested in a scene called "The 
Secret Life of Walter Mitty." 
"Thurber Carnival" did have 
some very funny parts. The 
most memorable scenes con-
tained actor Peter Burgess. 
When Burgess w,ilked on stage 
he seemed to bring a sense of 
fun and comedy with him. He 
was especially funny as Dr. 
Renshaw in "The Secret Life 
of Walter Mitty." The ·"Fables 
of Our Time" were by far the 
funniest scenes in "Thurber 
Carnival." The laughter during 
these scenes was almost con-
tinuous. 
The Garrison Players will be 
performing this week-end. 
Reservations can be made by 
calling 742-7191. 
--~..,.-,.'l!'!!II,,.. .. .,...-
The Garrison Players present their interpretation of "Thurber Carnival."(John Hurney photo) 
____________ HOLLYWOOD ___________ _ 
looked better in an ape suit) 
Mcdowell, Robert (no one re-
members what I was in) Stack 
and to top it all off, run for your 
lives it's the return of Suzanne 
· ( these are my breasts) Sommers. 
The cast of Hollywood Wives 
truly looks like a half-rate horror 
movie, but the dialogue is even 
worse. 
The series opens at a "glam-
orous" party for Robert Stack 
who is some famous person who 
has something to do with art. 
The crowd of "glamourous" 
people gives Robert a standing 
ovation, (how original), and 
Robert says, "I especially want 
to thank my wife." Oh, I get it, 
the series has something to do 
with wives. 
Enter Suzanne Sommers as 
(get this) "Gina Germain, the 
most beautiful and sensuous 
( continued from page 17) 
actress in the world." Please! 
Isn't there a twist to Holly-
wood Wives? Of course there 
is. It seems that some sick-o 
mentally disturbed psychopath 
who looks like Charles Manson 
has just found out that he is the 
son of "an important Hollywood 
woman." So he does the only 
logical thing and hacks up his 
loving adopted parents with a 
letter opener. Nice twist,Jackie. 
Back to the "glamourous" 
party and some intellectual 
dialogue. "You still love him, 
don't you. You've always loved 
him, haven't you." I think I may 
vomit. 
Enter Suzanne Somers and 
Angie Dickinson getting facials. 
"This town is crawling with 
young firm bodies" and why 
aren't we lookin at them instead 
, of these under-sexed has beens. 
Ninety percent of Hollywood 
Wives is centered around sex. 
And tonight will be your last 
chance to see this monumentally 
insipid attempt at television. 
If. your intelligence hasn't been 
insulted lately, watch Holly-
,wood Wives. 
"Tt.t V~" 
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_____________ HEISENBERG ____________ _ 
(continued from page 4) 
to run for the position of student "As a student trustee, I would for Th e New Hampshirehe represenatative and go in there to take only three courses per 
trustee because he was ap- try to talk to as many students covered some of their meetings and say 'we want that!' I have semester. 
proached by people from his as I can, so that it 's just nor what and became well-acquainted to be more subtle than that, after 'The job of the student trus-
residence, Richardson House I or a group of my friends feel, with the parliamentary proce- all, I'll definitely be in the tee provides an important link 
(the political interests mini- but what students, including dures and commmunications. minority there," he says. between the students and the 
dorm. ) those from other campuses 'Tm not na-ive enough to Heisenberg says he intends Board of Trustees," Heisben-
'Td never really envisioned want," Heisenberg explains. expect, though, that I'll go in to be well-prepared to take on berg says. " My position as 
myself running for a position He says he would be prepared there and get all my points acted the heavy duties of the student trustee will give the board 
like this yet," he says, " bur I to deal with the older members upon," he says. trustee by taking summer formal input from all the stu-
knew I'd do a good job." of the Board since, as a reporter "I just can't be the student courses. This would allow him dents," he says. ______________ BENNETT ____________ ~ 
he said, but it just needs to be 
reallocated. 
If students must give up 
classes and faculty should have 
to take a cut in pay, Bennett 
said, then the administration 
should also have to "take their 
equal share in the cuts as well." 
Bennett said the location of 
UNH administrative offices is 
a problem. Some, like the Uni-
versity System of New Hamp-
shire (USNH) offices located 
at the Lee Traffic Circle, are 
inaccesssible to students, he sai<l. 
Bennett also said many of the 
administrative positions includ-
ing those of deans and kesiden-
t ial Life positions, could be 
combined. 
(continued from page 4) 
This would make it "easier 
for a student to finally find an 
administrator to get something 
done," he said. 
This would allow the U niver-
si ty to conserve money, which 
could then be allocated into his 
"three A's." 
Doug Dowling, Bennett's 
campaign manager, said that 
Jeff will be speaking ro 19 
organizations over the next two 
weeks, and that they are looking 
to add more. 
In addition, Bennett will be 
having lunches and dinners with 
students and setting up hall 
representatives so that it will 
be easy to find out more about 
him. 
Bennett recently resigned his 
position as treasurer of the 
UNH golfer's association. He 
said he is taking his student 
trustee candidacy seriously. and 
has invited the other candidates 
to do the same. 
DAIRY BAR TAKE-OUT SERVICE 
---------USNH---------
_ Legislature, -Davis said. . . 
Davis said the constitut10n 
would require that 50 cents of 
each student 's activity fee go 
toward the USSB. That money 
would help fund the legislative 
council, he said. 
The USSB will also push for 
_(continued from page 6) 
permanent funding, Davis said. 
This will enable the body to 
function like a similar organ-
ization in Massachusetts, which 
recently lobbied to prevent a 
tuition increase in Massachu-
setts state schools, Davis said. 
To help increase efficiency 
during his three-_month t~rm, 
Davis said he will appoint a 
USSB "coordinator" shortly. 
This will allow him to serve _as 
chairman without compromis-
ing his role as UN~ Student 
Body President, he said. 





pick it up 
________ POLICY _______ _ ten minutes later. 
Group orders 
welcomed. (continued from page 2) 
up largely of so-called "idealog- gression such as in the occupa-
ical conservatives," has made tion of Afghanistan, there was 
an " affirmative stand against a need to dispel the growing 
revolutionary activity," he said. feeling of U.S. impotence, he 
"Right now, there is a great said. 
need to support Larin American With the arrival of the Rea-
governments with military and gan administration in January, 
1981, a transit10n team was 
established in order to root out 
the crux of the problems it 
immediately faced when it took 
office. 
So far, the Reagan team, made 
economic assistance in order to •~=:::::::::x:;;;::::c::::::::::s;:::::~~a:::::::::s;:::::c::a:c::::s:::::::=:::::::::::::c=~ 
fight guerrilla organizations," Dishwashers 
said Palmer. 
In view of the fact that many needed for the Faculty Center 
ideas involving policy towards 
the area have not been dealt 
with or agreed upon, Palmer Tuesdays 
said that the Reagan adminis- and 
tration will continue to view Mainly 11-2 p.m. 




"I think the key to the success 
in this area is the containment 
of communist-backed revolu-
tionist and the reassessment of · 
Latin American interests," said t~;::::::scsc:c:cs:c.:s-:s-s:ss;::s;::s:::scscsc::::s::.:s:.:ss-:ss:ss-;::s;;::::;:::::;c:;c:;c:;c::s-:;:s-s:ss::=s;::::::;:::::;:::;a::;c:s-:s-::s::::::::~Si 
MINUTE TAKE-OUT 
SERVICE 
UNH DAIRY ~AR 
TEL. 862-1 006 
SORRY, WE CANNOT ACCEPT PHONE 
ORDERS MORE THAN 15 MINUTES 





Concord Trailways just 
took a big bite out of 
fares to The Big Apple. 
Now through March 31 , 
ride Trailways to New 
York City for just s23.95 
each way from Durham, 
S24.95 from Dover. 
Concord Trailways, always 
your best buy to Boston and 
Logan Airport, now brings you 
big savings to the Big Apple. What a great cure for the winter blues. 
CONCORD 
TRAILWAYS 
Durham Agency: Young's Restaurant 868-2688 
For information call Concord Trailways toll-free .l-800-852-3317 
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TASK TIP OF THE DAY 
______ HOOD-FUNDS _________ _ 
(continued from page 1) 
"faculty and staff as well · as 
students, or possibly working 
in cooperation with health care 
units in other towns. We need 
time to explore these possibil-
ities," he said. 
To help you see how things fit together: make up 
, charts, diagrams, and other "maps" to show similarities 
-and differences between, and relationships among, various 
_pieces .of intormatlon. 
. Sanborn said he felt there was 
another reason why the issue 
. was placed so low. 
Ted Eynon said the Student 
Senate sponsored a bill in the 
State Legislature to raise public 
awareness by asking for state 
funding for a new health facility. 
because they said they feel the 
present facility is inadequate. 
"There is so much changing 
in health care. There might be 
other options such as building · 
a facilitf that would benefit 
~~"4",~~M.Q'H.Q,c,0~~~~~~~~~~~~- ~~!Qlrt.Q',ICQ.~~~'lt.Q'H,O"l#.,O~~~~~~~~~~~O"a~D'M.blf.O"ll,DJ 
"Student safety should be top 
priority," said Scott Kaupin, 
chairman of the student health 
services, with regard to a letter 
addressed to Haaland. In the 
letter he requests the issue be 
dealt with as soon as possible. 
JARTAKE ... 
- Interested in 
the tJNH/Cambridge 
University Summer Program? 
Dr. Peter Patterson, Director 
of Hood House, said some 
problems will be solved in the 
spring. 
He said some of the repairs 
to be done are: 
• Asbestos in the basement 
is being covered. 
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE THIRD ANNUAL 
• Extra handrails are being 
installed to pass safety codes. 
• Safety showers are being 
put in the Lab and the bacteria 
analysis is being separated from 
the bloodwork area. 
TBBOWllfG TJIS PilCAD OJI' IIDU)ff "TtJBIDil _Ill' WIBl'JIDQl'l'BB IICBOOL. 
However, many problems 
will still exist: 
• Fire safety codes state that 
corridors must be eight .feet in 
width, however, the six-foot 
corridors at Hood House will 
not be expanded. Because of this 
only one bed can be transferred 
down a hallway at a time. 
• Corridors without fire es-
capes will continue to go with-
out. 
• The winding stairwell will 
continue to exit to the inside 
of the building instead of the 
outside which fire safety laws 
say it must. 
§ Dr. Patterson said the issue 
§ is not a matter of life and death, 
§ however, he said he would like 
~ 
to see a new facility built. 
"Hood House was great in 
1930, but now it's outdated and 
§ inadequate. The _layout is very 
I 
bad: students sit in corridors 
and often have to retrace their 
steps said Patterson. 
§ 









Open House, February 19, 7-9 P.M., Faculty _Center (Grant House) 
FILMS will be shown on the landscape which inspired British painters 




s I • Campus Copy 
47 Main St .. Durham 
located across from 
A $3600 Fellowship. for UNH students ~ill be announced . ' ' 
: I 
I Community Market S I 
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YESI. I want VISA,MasterC-ar<l@credit II -
in the world .. .VISA and Mastercard credit cards ... "in your name." I cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100% I 
EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT OR HAVE 
BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE' 
-. --re fuiidabTEf Tf--n:ot- -a-pprove-d--- tmme-d-i-at-e-ly -1--- ·-- -
I I ·--------~----· VISA and Mastercard. the credit cards you destrve and need for I NAME I ID. BOOKS. DEPARTMENT STORES. TUITION, ENTERTAINMENT I ___________________ I 
EMERGENCY CASH. TICKETS, RESTAURANTS. HOTEL & MOTELS. I I 
GAS, CAR RENTALS. REPAIRS. AND TO BUILD YOUR CREQIT RATING! I ADDRESS I 
This is the credit card program you 've been hearing about 
on national television and radio as well as in 
magazines and newspapers coast to coast. 
•-----------==--• I CITY STATE ZIP .1 
1--------:--=-:~~~--t 1 . PHONE SOC. SECURITY II I 
·-----------~• I SIGNATURE I 
Hurry . . fill out this card today .. .Your credit cards are waiting. J 
~1~~~•m~~w~~L-~---------------------~•-•••••••••••----~---
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,daWttJffi:JflYEAR 
PWS A COMMISSION. ·· 
BASIC FACTS 
Purpose 
Army ROTC Basic Camp 
Army ROTC provides military training to qualify students 
to enroll in advanced officer training at their college campuses. 
Participation in this training entail_s no military obligation. 
Location · 
Fort Knox, Ky., 35 miles south of Louisville. 
Time 
The camp fasts for approximately 6 weeks. There are several 
training cycles available during the summer. 
Training 
a. Army History, Role & Mission 
b. Map Reading/Land Navigation 
c. Rifle Marksmanship 
d. Leadership Techniques 
e. Physical Training 
f. Individual & Unit Tactics 
g. Communication 
h. First Aid 
i. Drill, Parades & Ceremonies 
j. Military Courtesy & Traditions 
Pay 
Approximately $600 plus travel expense[. 
Room & Board 
Lodging and meals are provided. Students will live in open , 
bay barracks. 
Scholarshi os 
Camp students may compete for 2-year full-tuition college 
scholarshi s. 
- . . . If you passed up Army ______ ·-·--------- ----
ROTC during your first two 
years of college, you can 
enroll in our 2--year pro-
gram before you start your 
last two. 
Your training will start 
the summer ~fter your 
sophomore year at a.six-week· -· 
ArmyROTC Bask Camp. 
It'll pay off, too. You'll 
earn over $600for attend~ 
ing Basic Camp and up to 
$1,000 a year for your last 
two years of college. 
But, more important, 
you'll be on your way to earn-
ing a commission in today's ·· · 
Army-which includes the 
Army Reserve and Army 
National Guard -while you're 
earning a college degree. 
ARMYROTC. 
BEALL YOU CAM BE. 
Contact 
Major Kevin Campbell. 
Find out about our six-week 
summer camp 




Step Out Of Camp With 
An ROTC Scholarship 
Last year Army ROTC awarded over 450 scholarships to college 
students who successfully completed -the six week ·Basic ·camp--
Fort Knox, Kentucky. 
Competition for these scholarships was keen. Winners 
had to prove that they possessed qualifications to become 
an effective Army officer. Leadership potential is very 
important factor to be considered for selection. 
• Army ROTC Scholarships provide for tuition, on campus 
laborato.ry fees, student activity fees, health fees, transcript 
fee, graduation fee, a flat rate allowance for books and $100 
per month up to ten months each year the scholarship is 
in effect. 
Studen-ts interested in more information about Army ROTC 
Scholarships should visit the Professor of Military Science . 





YOU FEEL IF 
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__ STVN __ 
(continued from page 9) 
can't make interest (from a 
savings account)," Shea said. 
"Charging interest is our way 
to break even." 
The issue of whether or not 
to charge interest will be raised 
and debated at the next Student 
Activity Fee Council meeting. 
-DROP-DATE-
_(continued from page 1) 
port to the proposal," Lans said. 
If the proposal doesn't get a 
recommendation, it will be 
submitted as a student bill to 
the Academic Senate. 
--SCUM--
(continued from page 7) 
that is 2,000 million years old, 
Margulis said. 
"We have direct evidence that 
carbon dioxide was removed by 
communities of microorganisms 
that left their fossils in rocks," 
she said. . 
Margulis said the GAIA the-
ory has changed the whole 
perspective of evolution rad-
ically. And if the theory is 
correct, she said, then microor-
garii mms now dominate 79 
percent of the earth, she said. 
"These fossilized organisms 
contain a history of life on earth 
that is remarkable," Margulis 
said. "These organisms are 
layered up in a predictable 
manner, like the tissue of an 
animal." 
,) 
Margulis· said she hopes mi-
croorganisms won' t be looked 
at as "primitive" now that they 
might be the true key to evo-
lution. 
1r='='='='iiiiii:::::::::::::;:'ll 
:•: The special services program ❖: 
::: at the TASk Center is hiring :::: 
::: Graduate School Mentors to :::: 
:~ work with UNH :::: 
Undergraduates considering 
graduate study. Mentors 
will meet with students, 
share their experiences 
and plan programs. 
$5/hr for approx. 5 hrs/wk. 
Interested students 
should call Sarah Seder 
at 862-3698 for an interview. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• . . .
: United Parcel: 
: Service : • • • • : offers part time positions. : 
: Must be able to lift up to : 
• seventy lbs. • • • : Rate of pay $8.00 per hr. : 
• Early morning hours. • . . . 
: Bring list of past employ- : 
• ers, addresses, telephone • • • • numbers and a pen. • • • 
: Interviews will be on Wed. : 
: Feb. 20 at 3:00 p.m. at the : 
: Dover UPS Center, Indus- : 
: trial Park, Dover, NH. : 
: EOE/M/F : 
~ ........•.........•..• 
, \ t I .I , I - ., ... • "l ,,. f. (1 
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CLASSIFIED 
Al>artments for Rent I 'I'] ~--~ 
Durham Rental-Spring Semester Rooms 
still open at 71 Madbury Rd . Heat pro -
vided-only a walk away from campus or 
town 742-1009 evenings. 
'-ltllp-Wanted____ J[H] 
NEED MONEY?-Snow shovelers needed 
T ASk is sponsoring a three-part min-
icourse, " Increase Your Reading Speed." 
Part I-Principles of Efficient Reading. Part 
II - Techniques for Increasing Reading 
speed. Part Ill-Selective Reading Tech-
niques: Surveying, Skimming, Scanning . 
Tues. , Feb. 5, 12 & 19. Call 862-3698 for 
more information. 
TYPING $1 .00 per page. Bold, PICA, Elite, 
superscript , subscript, APA & Turabian 
bibs, graphs, plus much, much more at an 
incredibly low student rate . Call Bert 749-
2928 eves. 
everytime it snows! $4.00/hr. Receive 75% 
of pay within 24 hours. Call the Grounds I 11•· _ ·_,
Shop for more info-862-1691 . ~ Personals 
MOTHERS HOURS/GAL FRIDAY . Must . 
_ be 1 00% reliable and ablew to proofread ~~~=~~==-~==-!.. 
well. Typing not necl'lssary b ut ,;t d9finit c;, 
plus. If you are looking for a pa<t-time job 
that allows you some flexibility in your 
schedule with varied duties, please ca ll 
Jo-Anne Hack 436-4001. 
WORK STUDY JOBS AVAILABLE for 
READERS/ ACADEMIC AIDES HANDI-
CAPPED SERVICES. ROOM 200, MUB 
862-2607. *FLEXIBLE WORKING HOURS!! 
i Milc .... ,out ~ r---: ][§] 
1 ____ ,. Sall_. V ~ 
1984 Renault Alliance. Perfect cond . 4 
speed , cruise, charcoal gray, JVC Digital 
cassette, 4 speakers. Must sell! Now have 
company car. $6,300 or best offer. Call 
Lee evenings 868-6163. 
'72 SAAB w / '78 engine-must sell im-
mediately-Best offer. Call 868-2423 after 
3:00 p.m. ask for Chris. 
'77 Blue Plymouth arrow. AC/ 4-speed, 
50,000 miles . AM/FM converter. All new 
tires, $2,200 or best offer. Call 742-9622. 
DEC RAINBOW 100 PC. 8 mo. old, under 
warranty. 256K, dual drives, amber monitor, 
keyboard, personal printer. CPM/MS DOS 
OS. Lo tus size , select word processor, 
BASIC, list manager, complete documen-
tation. Great business tool. 60% off list. 
MUST SELL. Call Torrey, 868-9887 eves. 
& weekends. 
JUST WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR: 
Technics Quartz Synthesizer TV /FM/ AM 
Stereo Receiver SA-450, only $190, a 
SANYO RD-F70 . Stereo Cassette Deck 
w/Dolby B-CNR Metal tape capability and 
AMISS (Auto. Music Selection Sys). Only 
$125, and more! A BSR EQ-11 OX stereo 
frequency equalizer, only $75. All in 
excellent condition. All only 6 months old! 
And one more item. SANYO VCR4500, Beta 
Color Video Cassette recorder. Just $200. 
Just call 749-2340 (after 5 p.m. weekdays, 
anytime weekends) and get the buy of a 
lifetime! Call TODAY!! 
'---M_i_s_ce_1_1 a_n_eo_u_s __.Jl I •iji4] 
Lost: A silver ring Mill Rd ./Main St. area. 
If found please contact Julie- Gibbs 123 
868-9787 or 2-1593. Reward will be given. 
Lost - Men 's royal blue bortex patagonia 
jacket, size large. Last seen was RFD#2 
Newmarket Rd. (home of Donoghue, Derito, 
Derby, Jacobson, & Lent.) If you know of 
it's whereabouts, please return or call Eric 
at 868-2950. Please, it has great senti-
mental value. Reward offered, no questions 
asked. 
PASSPORT PHOTOS. Fast, easy, painless, 
and inexpensive, too. Also Theatrical 
resumes and transparencies for art juries. 
Richardson Photographic Service , Ten 
Second Street , Dover. Call 742-4211 for 
an appointment today. 
TYPING - ONLY $1 /PAGE! Call Business 
Support Services, 436-4001 (days) or 749-
2338 (nights.) Pick up and delivery in 
Durham and Dover!!! If you need someone 
to type your thesis , call about our word 
processing rates. 
TYPING $1 .00 per page. Bold, PICA, Elite, 
superscript, subscript, APA & Turabian 
bibs, graphs, plus much, much more at an 
incredibly low student rate. Call Bert 7 49-
2928 eves. 
~tov o - Voo, you hav o y our name. in p r int 
again!! Aren't you psyched?? Anyways .. .We 
just wanted to say hi!! P.S. Take good care . 
of that blender--it came in handy. 
SAH-Gu~ss what roomie? You finally got 
one. I hope that pledging is a ballsy time 
for you! I'm sure it will be you, party animal. .! 
hope the parties won't be as rough as your 
birthday! Take care and get ready for St. 
Pattie 's Day! Love, Cagney, AKA, Notron, 
AKA Chip ... 
Set up crew-My apologies. Personal 
problems prevented my attendance-my 
fault. Bill 
HAVE FUN AND GET PAID! Come to the 
SUMMER JOB FAIR, Wednesday, February 
27, 9:30 to 4:00 p.m. in the MUS-Granite 
State Room. 
B. SAVAJONICH- Well , Well, Well. Look 
who's having another HAPPY BIRTHDAY. 
With this ad I promise to pick up one 
chocolate pile of Chelsea's as long as I 
don't step in it barefoot and hungover first. 
Must present coupon upon redemption . 
Well celebrate later. Love, your roomate 
JEN 
Maureen - I owe you so many personals! 
I hope that this semester goes much better 
for you than the· last one! It's great to be 
officially your sister now! Let's.party soon! 
Love, Steph 
Je_n Babes It was great to talk to you-I 'm 
glad everything is cool'! 
GET A HEAD START on your sumer job 
search . Come talk to employers from 
business/industry, resorts, camps recrea-
tion and parks departments etc . about 
summer employment. Wednesday, Feb-
ruary 27 , MUB Granite State Room 9:30 
to 4:00 p.m. 
Miriam-Are you still alive? 
WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUMMER? 
Does the thought of looking for a summer 
job make you uptight and nervous? Why 
not come to the SUMMER JOB FAIR held 
Wednesday, February 27, 9:30 to 4:00 p.m. 
in the MUB Granite State Room. 
Ear piercing. Inexpensive, quality earrings. 
Done with a piercing gun. Call 868-2966 
for information. 
Karl - Hil Let's stop being stupid and get 
back to being friends. You know we love 
you! SAH & STEVIE 
Oh where oh where did our Katie O go. Oh 
where oh where could she be ... 
Dear Sandy, you've made this last month 
of school so very enjoyable. I regret very 
much leaving yoLJ behind-if I had my way 
you'd be coming with me. Before you know 
it I'll be Knocking on your door all tanned-
I won 't forget you. Be a good girl and do 
well in school. I'll miss you. All my love-
Michael. 
Mary - Had a great time at the cocktail 
party! Thanks for the invite. Bill 
Career Night in Mathematics, open to all 
students. Tuesday evening, February 19, 
7 p.m. Elliott Alumni Center. 
$10-$360 Weekly/ Up Mailing Circulars! 
No bosses/ quotas' Sincerely interested 
rush self-addressed envelope: Dept. An-
7, POD90CEW, Woodstock, IL 60098. 
Overseas Jobs. Summer, Yr. round. Europe 
S. Amer. Australia, Asia. All Fields. $900-
$2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write 
IFC, PO Box 52 NH, Corona Del Mar, CA 
97675 
Summer Enployment and Internships-
National Internships Scotch manages a 
computer database of 15,000 nationwide 
positions-Fortune 500, governmet arts, 
Sciences publishing etc. Students recieve 
inidividuallized printouts based on prere-
quisties, qualifications, etc. Details Nis. 
2505, Ex. st. Nw. Washingon DC 20037. 
PETER D. Happy Birthday there pall My 
sometime roommate your party machine 
, you. Don 't let fairweather figure into the 
matter, Petey. Just be a friend as you 'll 
always find me yours . Have a terrific 
birthday- Know I'm thinkin' of you. Who 
loves you, baby. Jen. 
REDIRECTION-A Christian ministry help-
ing those in homosexual bondage to 
freedom through Jesus Christ. Come to 
one of our weekly closed meetings. Plesase 
write to Redirection c/ o Faith Christian 
Center. P.O. Box 4544 Manchester, NH 
03108 
Betsy-What the FRIG? 
Ms. Batchelder, Because the Lord is my 
Shepherd, I have everything I need! .. . He · 
giv oo m y now otrongth. I lo holp.:, mo o w l ,al 
honors him the most ... His goodness and 
unfailing kindness shall be with me all my 
life. May these promises be yours. Affec-
tionately, Nurse Carol. 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY. 
THE BIKING EXPEDTION seeks men an 
women to lead summer teenage bicycling 
trips in Canada nad the USA. A presentation 
of the Biking Expedtions's travel program 
with a discussion on the leadership position 
will be presented at the UNH Job Fair on 
February 27, 1985. On cmapus interview 
sessions with Thomas J. Heavey wi ll be 
held on Thursday, March 7 starting at 9:00 
a.m . For sign up and further information 
contact Sharon Fitzgerald, Career Planning 
and Placement, Huddleston Hall 862-2010. 
Neil and Mike would like to say good-bye 
to all you UNH students. We'll think of your 
cold hands and feet everytirne we place 
our feet on the warm sandy beaches of 
Florida. Hope to see you all during Spring-
Break 1985, especially the boys from 
Webster-house, Lord 11, and Legs. Special 
invitations go out to Bill Drew and Bumphy. 
Billy-I think I got an "A." Signed , x UNH 
Students 
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE THROUGHT 
NEW ENGLAND! Come explore the pos-
sibilities at the SUMMER JOB FAIR , 
Wednesday, February 27 , MUB Granite 
State Room-9:30 to 4:00 p.m. 
FRUSTRATIONS SPILLING OVER? The 
quicker-picker-upper: SUMMER JOB FAIR, 
Wednesday, February 27, 9:30 to 4:00 p.m. 
in the MUS Granite State Room. 
Want to get published and get paid for it? 
Joine the 1985 Granite literary staff . All 
interested are welcome. Come to the 
meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 19 at 7:00 p.m. 
Room 1-25 of the MUB. 
Paula, thanks tor the rose and a great time. 
Did you see Patti? Chris had to babysit! 
Have a good week! Donny 
Laura Jean-for someone who was writing 
generic letters just weeks ago, you certainly 
have changed your tune! I'm the one who 
should be writing the letters now! Pity me 
please, my mom hates my friends, I hate 
all my classes, etc .... .What I need is a really 
good weekend with some really fun people, 
namely the same certain tall dark singer 
that has been mentioned in the personals 
before. Or maybe a certain tall, not so dark, 
past lust' LUST-the worst of the 7 deadly 
·sins!! I wish I was suffering from SLOSAI 
Hope to have some real fun soon' Kath 
Laura Tennis without a t-I think that your 
reference to cherries in an earlier personal 
was quite u1_1called for! We have to go to 
Manchester, or actually Gloucester, to see 
my favOfite ban,d!! Who cares if my mother 
says I'm-hanging out with the wrong crowd-
what does she know about anything. She 
likes WW!! You absolutely have to consider 
going! Kath 
What is the word tor the day today? Friday 
it was cherry! 
Zena-Don't forget about that contest! Now 
we'll have to have it real soon!! LJ and KJ 
Marie G. of H-2, It was great going out to 
dinner with you the other night! I hope you 
liked your Valentine 's present. Hopefully 
we can get together real soon!! Andy 
Bart-Thanks for going dancing the other 
· night! I had a great time. So when are you 
going to dump that chick you've been 
hanging out with for too long?1 I hope soon!!! 
Love Analise 
RUGBY!! 
For those interested in playing for the 
Seacoast Rugby Football Club, the first 
practice for the Spring season will be held 
Sunday, February 24 at 10:00 am at York 
Beach, Maine. If interested, call 868-7275 
and ask for Skip, Mark, or Steve. No 
experience is necessary. 
Hi Karen' 
Karla, Gina and Susan-I think we should 
have pizza more often! Yum yum. Bart wants 
to say hi too because he misses you all 
so· much. Right Bart? Hi Scott! We might 
as well include you too. Hi Stamper, Mike 
and Pauly!!! Kathy and Bart 
Cindy. A-I hope that you are all smiles 
again!! I'm sure yol!'ve recovered from last 
weekll Can 't wait 'Ii i the weekend' Love 
Kathy 
Happy Birthday, Sharon!!!! Here's your 
.personal, and a wish for the best year ever. 
Thanks for being such a sweetheart. 
Betsy-You have to be the ruckiest of all 
of us! You have nabbed a real sweetheart! 
I'm glad you had a good weekend. Keep 
working on Laura and Zena (we have to 
get them to visit Manchester!) Kathy 
A belated welcome back to the Antarctica 
crew. Good Job. Keep those care samples 
coming. How is your golf score? 
Susan and Karla-I 'm psyched for next year. 
N is the third letter of my name!!! Zena 
hey aims sick cuz wough! its been real!!!!! 
hey nick you wish my cuz! sure haslll!!! 
wough!!sure has been real! 
Nicole and Amy - I am so psyched that 
you guys came up for these few days! It 
gives me the greatest excuse not to do 
any work and only have fun!! Susan 
It's coming . A party in true Sawyer style . 
Live bands, DJ's. Friday, March 8. Stillings. 
Be there!'! 
Bart, Kathy, Marie and Ged - I hope you 
guys get out of here early. Have a great 
night. Marie, thanks so much for working 
for me! Susan 
w~~~~? 
w~~, ~,wc,,4/! 
THE STRAFFORD HOUSE 
and THE STRAFFORD MANOR 
Attention International Students- We cor- , 
reel spelling and grammar at no extra 
charge. Term papers only $1 /page. Pick 
SPECIAL 
STUDENT RENTALS 
AT 10% DISCOUNT 
up and delivery, 436-4001 (days) or 749-
2338 (evenings.) 
Ambitious writers & interviewers wanted 
for 1985 Granite. If you're interested come 
to the meeting on February 19, Tuesday, 
at 7:00 in the MUS, Room 125. 
WINTER BLUES? Think SUMMER!! 
SUMMER JOB FAIR, MUS-Granite State 
Room, Wednesday Fe0ruary 27 , 9:30 to 
4:00 p.m. 
Ambitious writers & interviewers wanted 
for 1985 Granite. If you're interested come 
to the meeting on February 19, Tuesday, 
at 7:00 in the MUB, Room 125. 
SUMMER JOBS , SUMMER JOBS, 
SUMMER JOBS? DATE: Wednesday , 
February 27 TIME: 9:30 to 4:00 p.m. PLACE: 
MUS-Granite State room 
Doobie-Oh what to say? I'm so psyched 
to get the motor vehicle. Then we can do 
severe road trips out of this town . Only 5 
days more of waiting. Moi'!' 
A party in true Sawyer style. Live bands , 
DJ 's. Friday, March 8. Stillings. Be there'!' 
Jon-Thank you so much tor the drink, 
cherries, chicken fingers, etc. etc. Friday 
night. I had a great time. Let's do it again 
sometime ... soon. -Laura 
2 Round trip tickets - To Florida or New 
Orleans. Call Mark 868-5823. 
Zena-Can we talk here. Tell me why I don't 
like Mondays . Let 's have cake and 
strawberries-Laura 
Uncle Rob, Uncle Rob-Can I try some 
more mystery tea, it was so ... good. A close 
neighbor. 
·with deposit made 
and lease signed 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
Single anp Double occupancy rooms 
Electric heat with individual thermostats 
Wall to wall carpeting 
Ali rooms completely furnished 
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room 





The Strafford House and The Strafford Manor are located 
in the heart of Durham. N.H. with all the facilities of the 
University of New Hampshire within walking distance. 




14 Strafforl:t Ave. 
Durham, N.H. 
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•··· · . .. . .. College Party Week Includes:,_ : . __ _, . 
• e Round trip jet flight from New York or e Bermuda College Weeks sponsored by • 
Boston. Add $20 from Baltimore; the Department of Tourism. Free beach : 
• 
$40 from Philadelphia. parties,-dances, barbeque lu.nches, live • 
rock bands, harbour cruises. : 
e 7 niahts in Bermuda. Choice of lodaina. 
e Full breakfast and dinner daily with 
choice of menu (with hotel meal 
e Round trip transfers between Bermuda • 
airport and your accommodations. 
package). -
e Fully equipped kitchenettes (with deluxe 
apartment complexes). 
e Discount moped rentals available. 
e On location professional tour escorts. 
Don't miss out ori the trip of the year! 
Send your deposit today. 
$-359.00· COMPLET_E 
MARCH 2, SPECIAL 
MERMAID WEST APARTMENTS 
"THE PLACE TO BE" • • • ----.-- . ------------------------• 
mt§.•_.. 501 Madison Avenue, New York, N~ 10022 • (212) 355-4705 • 
EnclOHd II , _ _ (150 depo1lt per person) Toclay'1date ____ _ 
Fllghtde1ndtrom ____ _ 
! Trtp Departure Date _________ School ____ __ _ 
• Check One: □ Guesthouse □ Deluxe Apartment Complexes D Hotel without meals D Hotel with meals 
: LASTNAMEMI/Mr _________ Flrst _____ Age __ 
=--- - :,... · I c.m•"' Rap/Offlc< I : 
e State _______ Zip __ . . e 
: •.• ~.~.~. ~ •. ~.~.~.~. ~ •• ~.=-==.~.~.-=-. •=-"'•=-==·c-::::·-=·~-- I,... •• -.,-,.,,....,,.~ • ...,,...-=-.-=-.·,---,·:--,:·--,.·~--=-.-=-.·,,.-,·:--:·:--:=·~--:::-.-=-•. ~ •.• : 
MusQ fil~ ~eries presents 
NOTORIOUS-
In exceptionally sensitive performances, Ingrid 
Bergman, a dedicated American agent working 
with Cary Grant, marries an eldery spy (Claude 
Rains) -in order to uncover his clandestine 
activities and finds herself in grave danger. 
Hitchcock uses his_ dazzling skills to create this 
breathtaking spinetingler. 
MUB STRAFFORD ROOM 
Thursday Feb. 21, 1985 
7:00 & 9:30 p.m. 
Students $1.00 
Non-students $2.00 
- -- --- . · _ _, __ -------- - ---- __ .. __ ~----- ·--·~ -- ----- . ---__ ,.· ---- - -- - -----. -------;--':'··- · _ _ --- _· _____ .... ___ :_ .. ---- . . -. . ~---- -.- · ...,_ ·- ... 
Do you plan to graduate in 
May? 
To be consiq_ered for the May 25,_ 
1985 graduation, you must turn 
in your intent-to-graduate card by 
••• Friday, February 22 • •• 
to the Registrar's Office, 
Room BA, Thompson Hall. 
If you have any questions, a 
degree analyst will gladly meet 
with you to review your degree 
requirements. Just call 862-1554 
or stop by to make an appointment. 




y i) .. ... I JOB 
' -- -_______ __,,, 
FAIR 
Date: Wednesday,Feb.27, 1985 
Time: 9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Place: Granite State Room - MUB 
Talk with employers from various businesses, 
resorts, restaurants, camps, and recreation & parks 
departments about MANY kinds of summer jobs! 
For a complete listing of participating employers and 
positions available, come to the career planning and 
placement s_ervice at 203 Huddleston Hall. 
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--------------RA-DISMA Y-----------------~ll!lllllil.-~ 
the department of Residential 
Life, reading: 
"We are the department that 
controls your dorm. We're look-
ing for RAs who want to con-
form." 
The poem continues, "Now 
do as we say, and not as we do, 
for we are in hiding and you are 
in view. We want your opinions. 
Be honest and open. But make 
your views public, and our 
contract is broken." 
"Preach our good word and 
don't make a fuss," the anonym-
ous author wrote, "cause though 
we're nothing without you, 
you' re nothing to us." 
The Christensen RA, who 
would not identify the poem's 
author, said it "describes in 
.. 
varying degrees how the RAs 
all over the campus feel." 
Chesney said the poem was 
humorous on one level, and it 
raised a few interesting issues. 
"Any organization should be 
able· to laugh at itself," he said. 
"On another level, the poem 
is putting down those who have 
supported the Residential As-
sistant program in past person-
als written in The New Hamp-
shire," he said. 
"The RAs should be with us 
or against us," Chesney said. 
"The place to play out one's 
concerns is within the organ-
ization, and not in a public 
newspaper." 
"Those RAs who went public 
with their problems would be 
You can spend 7 t~lh w.:::r d 8 glorious days 
partying in the sun cfllleger·week in BERMUDA 
-starting at $329!! :rilU;ads of free parties and 
ente.rtainment fearul1~ng the famous Bermuda 
Strollers. " 
For reservations call lbsan at 868-6325 as soon 
as possible. Time is rd,l,ning out! 
Trip arranged b 1iking World Travel 
250f'. iain St. 
Reaq,inj:;j:~A 01867 
( 61 7) i\(:~4-4446 
(continued .from page -1) 
axed," he sa-id yesterday. 
But while negative comments 
have surfaced from Area III, 
other UNH RAs say they have 
few problems. 
Ray Duprey, an RA in Con-
greve, said there are no real 
problems in being an RA. 
"Being an RA is great for 
attention, not to mention all the 
unlimited resources which are 
available to you," he said. 
"In becoming an RA, rriany 
valuable skills are taught which 
will be useful far beyond the 
college experience, such as CPR 
(cardio-pulmonary resusita-
Liu11), market mg skills, pro-
gramming and other skills 
which are initially targeted 
towards the residents of the 
halls," he said. 
Duprey said he felt many of 
th_e RAs are making an issue 
which is not there. 
' "The whole situation is really 
blown out of proportion," Du-
prey said. 
"Residential Life is really fair, 
however one cannot act like a 
puppet (of Resi-Life)," he said. 
"When one accepts the position 
of RA, then certain rules and 
expectations must be met, just 
like any job has its expecta-
tions," said Duprey. 
James Jewell, a former Chris-
tensen RA who was forced out 
of his job last semester for 
attending an outdoo1 jJdl Ly w irh 
minors, said in a letter to the 
editor of TNH: "For anyone 
applying, hoping, ,to be a future 
Resident Assistant, be yourself, 
not the artificial role model that 
is so much talked about .. . and 
don't kid yourself; they don't 
give free room and board be-
cause you're cute." 
,.As a whole, Duprey said, most 
of the RAs care. Those who do 
not care are just making a bad 
name for Residt:;ntiat Life, he 
said. 
"If all these people have such 
negativism, constantly griping 
about Resi-Life, they should 
channel this information to-
wards something constructive 
. and positive," Duprey said. 
"It's funny how you only hear 
about tht> h~i4 thingi:;, not the 
good," he said. 
"There are many disgruntled 
people in any orgal.jlization," 
said Chesney; "The door is open 
for those who don't like it to 
leave." 
---------------7 
'Put 71our- n4me, addre'f>~ tUtti fe I. *··to 
_ 6e on our ma.t[ing. ti·st. . 
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ALPHA GAMMA RHO 
• 
THE ONLY SOCIAL/P-ROFESSIONAL 
FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS 
''THE FRATERNITY WITH A PURPOSE'' 
~ 
, ... :ie All Men of the College of Life Science and 
Agri,culture, Thompson School of Applied 
Science, and Related Majors 
We've got an opportunity for you to become 
involved with something that will reward you 
the rest of your life. 
50 years of excellence at UNH. 
60 Chapters Nationwide 
Refreshments Served 
8:00-10:00p.m. 
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UConn handles UNH women's b-ball sqU:ad 66-48 , 
By Ste;e Langevin will be back for that game," said , 
"We just missed shot after DeMarco. "She has been playing 
shot," lamented UNH head so well defensively we need her 
coach Cecelia DeMarco about in there." 
her team's 66-48 loss to UConn The bright spot of the game 
Saturday afternoon in Storrs, was definitely the play of Crete, 
Connecticut. "It was frustrating who came off the bench to score 
because t:hey were the same ten points, on five of eight 
shots that we've made all year shooting. "Teni shot the ball 
long." real well," said DeMarco. "She's 
The Wildcats fell behind 29- done a real good job coming off 
18 at the end of the first half the bench the last couple of 
and were never able to recover. games and may get some more 
Fifteen turnovers and six for playing time with Denise being 
24 shooting from the field were injured." 
the main reasons for the po01; The los.s did drop the Wild-
·start. Terri Mulliken led the first cats' overall record to 9-13, but 
half scoring for UNH with six didn't effect their conference 
points, while Jennifer Mueller record of 2- 1. However, their 
and Terri Crete came off the next game Wednesday night. 
bench to add four points each. when they host the University 
"We had too many turnovers of Maine, will have a big effect 
and shot too poorly in the first on how they will finish in the 
half,'.' said DeMarco, "but we play-off picture. Maine is cur-
didn't do a bad job defensively rently tied with Northeastern 
and were still in the game." for the conference lead with a 
Unfortunately for the Wild- 3-1 mark, just ahead of third 
cats their shooting woes con- place UNH. 
tinued in the second half, as they Maine's strength is basically 
made only 12 of 40 shots, so they with their two inside players 
were unable to make a serious and to come out on top the 
run at UConn. ' Wildcats will have to do a good 
"If we had come out shooting job of shutting down that inside 
better in the second half we attack. 
would have had a shot at them," "They (Maine) are big and 
said DeMarco. "Maybe the fact strong so we're going -ro have · 
that we hadn't played on the to do well defending the post 
road for a long time (since Jan. area," said DeMarco. "We'll be 
31) had something to do with denying the ball more and will 
it. The girls were really disap- try to alter the passes from the 
pointed with their per.for- guards." 
mance." A UNH win would assure 
"We matched up well with them of a play-off spot and 
them. I don't know if they're would probably give them se-
the better team, I just know they cond place for the conf ere nee 
outplayed us that afternoon," tournament, with only a non-
said DeMarco. conference tilt with Temple at 
Michele Altobello(ll) looks to ass it inside.(Charles Smith Jr. file photo) -
Another negative, perhaps home Sunday at 5 p.m. and a 
more important than the loss, conference battle next Tuesday 
was an injury to starting center in Burlington, Vermont against 
Denise Darling. "Denise rein- the University of Vermont 
Ski teams second and third 
By Marc Micciche 
jured her foot and will definitely Catamounts remaining. 
Early indications pointed to 
a long weekend for UNH skiers 
at the Williams Winter Cami-
. val. The men finished 5th and 
the women 3rd in the Giant 
miss practice Monday and may "The Maine game is a really 
miss the Maine game W ednes- big one for us," said DeMarco. 
day, although we are hoping she 
BU downs Wildcat wrestlers 
By Tom Lane 
Co-captain Tim Weckwerth 
and teammate Paul Schwern led 
the UNH wrestling team in an 
unsuccessful bid against their 
opponent Boston University, 
who prevailed by a score of 26-
23. The loss evened out the 
Wildcats' season record at 8-8. 
UNH Coach Jim Urquhart 
said his men "went in there 
- expecting a close match. I 
thought we could have won it. 
Our guys didn't wrestle well. 
We wrestled horribly." 
UNH's 150-pound class 
wrestler Schwern added, "It was 
a disappointing match. Our 
coach really wanted us to win 
this one because we lose to BU 
ev_ery year. It was a big match, 
but we didn't come through." _ 
Schwern did all he could do, 
as he defeated his adversary 15-
0, by technical fall, chalking up 
6 team points for the Wildcats. 
The win didn't overly excite 
Schwern because his opponent 
wasn't BU's 1st-string wrestler. 
"Right from the start, I took 
him down. I tilted him right 
away and realized I was in 
control of the match. I wasn't 
really worried after that," he 
said. 
Co-captain Tim Weckwerth 
also earned 6 points by pinning 
BU's Rick Settepane in their 
158-lb. match. 
Other winners for UNH were 
Con Madigan, who took a forfeit 
· in the heavyweight division, and 
Mark Perkins who worked for 
a 9-3 decision over BU's Ian · 
MacDonald in the 167-lb. class. 
It was only the third varsity 
match for Perkins, who just 
transferred to UNH, and his 
first win. "My match started out 
pretty evenly. He almost put 
me on my back in the first period 
and after that he just died; he 
was out of shape," said Perkins. 
Dave Beaulieu rounded out 
the scoring for UNH by earning 
a disappointing tie with BU's 
126-pounder, Dennis King, who 
Beaulieu thoughr-didn't really 
move much. "He kind of 
clammed up and didn't wrestle 
a whole lot. I reaily wasn't up 
for it either and I know I can 
do a lot better than that," said 
Beaulieu. 
The Wildcats may fare better 
in their next match against 
Maine, as 2 of their 3 starters 
who were out with in~uries -
versus BU will probably be set 
to go. Hopefully returning for 
the Maine match will be 118-
pounder Kenny Iwana and 134-
pounder, Steve Russell. Defend-
ing New England Champ (190-
lb.) Neal Zonfrelli is doubtful 
for the match that Paul Schwern 
said "will mean bragging right 
for going into the New Eng-
lands." The Wildcats' battle 
with UMO begins at 12:30 on 
Feb. 23 in Maine. 
----W.HOCKEY.----
<cominued from page 28) 
smart," said McCurdy. and Allwood scored all four goals. 
For a team of twelve fresh- "You can't win a championship 
men, Mc.:Curdy isn't complaining. with just one line in hockey. I'm, 
Bu~ he 1s nonetheless quick to going to have to make some 
pomt out there is work to be changes." 
done. "There is no question it was 
"We haven't reached our peak the biggest win of the season,"· 
yet," said McCurdy. "We get said McCurdy. "It was a must-
better every week. But we're still · win situation and now we're that 
not playing as well on the ice much closer to having the 
as we do in practice. Win, lose tournament (ECAC Playoffs) 
or draw, I saw some good things at UNH.'! 
and some bad things that have UNH next takes on Brown 
to be worked on.'' University, presently ranked 
"We s~ill don't have enough num_ber one in the ivy league 
balance 10 our scoring," said and possibly the fourth for the 
McCurdy. Alluding to the fact final four; Wednesday in Prov-
that the line of Ferry, Siddall idence. 
I , 
Slalom competition at Brodie. 
UNH's top three finishers 
for the men were on each other's 
heels as RJ Turner finished 
20th, Willie Wescott 21st, and 
Todd Brickson 22nd. 
The Wildcat women claimed 
three top-20 spots with efforts 
from Jill Sickels in 10th, Cynthia 
Lewis 12th, and Nancy Gustaf-
son 15th. 
Both Nordic men and women 
turned in strong performances. 
The men finished 3rd, only four 
points behind the University 
of Alaska at Anchorage. The 
women were second only to the 
hot UVM Catamounts. UVM 
women swept the first five slots. 
The Wildcat skiers shortened 
what might have been a long 
weekend by turning it on for 
Saturday's events. 
The UNH Gateskiers fin-
ished in a tie with St. Lawrence 
for fourth. The women also 
tied-for first place. 
Five UNH men placed in the 
top-20. Turner finished 13th, 
Wescott 15th, Chris Kuhn 16th, 
Brickson 18th, and Matt Rand 
19th. Chris Johnson was disqual-
ified in his second run. 
The women, with their strong-
est overall performance in a 
long time, really came alive in 
Saturday's Slalom. Gustafson 
took 3rd, Sickels 4th, Sarah 
Stokes 11th, Kirsten Severeid 
15th, and Lewis 20th. 
Women's head coach Lex 
Scourby said "the slalom results 
were much better than they've 
been the past two weeks. All the 
girls finished both runs," he said 
proudly. "They proved them-
selves by really punching the 
second run and moving up in 
the standings." 
Mike Hussey, Brendan Sul-
livan, and Kevin Sweeney placed 
second in the 3 x 7.5 kilometer 
relay. Hussey broke his pole 
during the first leg, but got a 
replacement from a teammate 
and was skiing up with UVM's 
Bruce Likly. Sullivan brought 
UNH back into first in the 
second leg, leadi_ng by 12 se-
conds. 
Nordic coach Cory Schwartz 
said "this is our closest finish 
to UVM." UVM is the favored 
team by the West for Nationals. 
Schwartz, also proud continued: 
"If we can ski along side of 
· UVM, then we'll be right up 
there with Utah too." Utah was 
the overall winner of last year's 
NCAA's. 
Kelly Milligan, Carol Warner, 
and Anne Benoit finished fifth. 
They were only one second 
behind Middlebury's time of 
48:30. 
Overall the UNH men fin-
ished third, just two points 
behind Williams. The women 
wound up second in back of-
as usual-UVM. 
Next weekend's Middlebury 
Carnival marks both the last 
carnival of the season and 
Eastern Championships. The 
Alpine events are scheduled for 
Middlebury's Snobowl and the 
Nordics will be at Breadloaf. 
-M.HOOP-
<continued from page 27) 
Friel. 
UNH plays next at home on 
Friday against a. tough Nor-
theastern squad. Northeastern 
knocked off a tough Ohio State 
team on Saturday (76-74), and 
may have revenge in mind as 
they try to avenge an earlier 
defeat in Boston to UNH. 
"We'll have all we can chew 
against Nprtheastern on Fri-
day," adds Friel. 
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Peggy Donovan during her beam routine Sunday against UMass. The Wildcats were easy 
victors. (David Drouin photo) -
-Men's b-ball sinks Colgate 
By Chris Urick Farrell hit a twenty-foot jumper 
On Saturday afternoon at the at 10:29 to give Colgatt the lead 
Lundholm Gymnasium, two of 34-32. 
. the botwm -three teams in the UNH forced its way back to 
ECAC North Atlantic Confer- · tie it at 34-34 as Ted DiGrande 
ence dueled for one more win tipped in a missed shot, and 
in an otherwise disappointing Black sank another jumper. 
season. I'm sure most of you are UNH took control of the 
th-inking right now, that this game after a Colgate timeout 
wasn't exactly Georgetown ver- with 7:15 to play, and the most 
sus St. John's, but the six significant contribution came 
hundred or odd spectators who from the depths of the UNH 
showed up for this one, saw a bench. Andy Johnston's fast 
pretty exciting cliffhanger with break layup off a Rodney John-
UNH coming from behind for son steal put UNH up 36-34, 
a 43-42 victory. and two free throws by Keith 
Colgate, currently last in the Hinderlie (after some great 
NAC, took ·advantage of poor board play) pushed the lead to 
shooting and numerous turnov- 38-34. 
ers by UNH to build a 26-21 lead "Keith Hinderlie' s play down 
at halftime. Colgate, the number the stretch was a real plus for 
one ranked team in the country us, he played real well and is 
in defense. held UNH to nine gaining confidence," said a 
for twenty-two shooting, and pleased Friel. "The bench also 
forced them into nine first half did a great job, Andy Johnston 
; tui;o.overs.-- -.,-~~-- ",..,;. __ " .. · ---/- . . ! pit a.couple-jump.shm,s, aq<;l-our 
. - ... .'..'CoJ.g·ate'.s .number one-in the .defense .. held them .. to .:...only 
country in defense, and when sixteen points, and it's hard to 
you're playing a good defensive win when you score only sixteen 
team, you're not going to blow points," added Friel. 
them out. They're a fine team Colgate hung tough, match-
and we had to stay together and ing baskets with UNH and 
be patient as a team to beat eventually regaining the lead 
them," said UNH head coach when Bamford hit a turnaround 
Gerry Friel. jumper with 2:08 to play. UNH 
Dirk Koopman led the UNH tied it up on a Koopman tur-
attack in the first half with eight naround, ..and Koopman put 
points, while Colgate countered_ them ahead by one at 41-40 with 
with eight each from Ted Brown a free throw at the :46 mark. 
and Bob Bamford. Colgate ran the clock down to 
UNH started the second half eleven seconds but missed their 
off well as they scored the first opportunity for the lead, when 
four points on a Greg Steele Bamford threw up a· brick that 
layup off an offensive rebound missed everything. Johnson's 
and layup at 16:22, and Josh two free throws with eight 
----M.HOCKEYi----
<continued from page 28) 
Chris Laganas. Glennon beca_me _, by Greg Rota on the _ bench . 
.. fhe ienffi freshman-to.play th1s ... With Prov'iderice· shorthanded 
season for the Wildcats, and PaufCavalini's clearing slapshot 
almost picked up his first point was heading right for the first 
on his t1rst shift. row behind the Wildcats bench, 
seconds left sealed the victory 
for UNH at 43-40. Bamford 
added a token hoop at the buzzer 
to make it 43-42 . 
,--;When you're having your 
ups and downs, it's good to see 
the kids stick together and play 
soundly," said Friel. "Offensive-
ly we haven't been able to score 
a lot of points, and you've got 
to s.core points to win," adds 
M.HOOP, page 26 
73y Steve Langevin . 
Led by the outstanding per-
formance of senior co-captain 
Diane Carlin and strong per-
formances from the rest of the 
team the UNH women's gym-
nastics team rolled over the 
University of Massachusetts 
178.95-164.70 Sunday after-
noon in Durham. 
Carlin had her usual consist-
ent day, sc-0ring 9.3 in the vault 
(2nd), 9.2 on the uneven bars 
(2nd), 9.1 on the balance beam 
(1st) and 9.0 in the floor exercise 
(2nd), for a meet-high all-
around of 36.6. 
"le was Diane's best meet of 
the season by far," said UNH 
head coach Gail Goods peed, 
"even though she lost points 
_ in_ the floor exercise. She got 
so · high· tn her- dou-ble~b-ack·· 
somersault that she over-
rotated. She did it too good." 
Although Carlin's perfor-
mance was outstanding Goods-
peed was just as pleased with 
the performance of the team as 
a whole. "We are really coming 
together. The first people are 
hitting their routines to set up 
the others." 
Laura Cavanaugh finished 
just behind Carlin in the all-
around with a 36.45. She took 
firsts in the vault (9.35) and the 
bars (9.2), a second in the floor 
exercise with a 9.0 and a third 
in the balance beam with an 8.8. 
The other all-around per-
former for the Wildcats, Kim 
Sonier, took fourth despite 
losing .5 points in the floor 
exercise. She would have scored 
a 9.15. "Kim was trying a 
double-back in the floor exercise 
so we put an extra mat out there 
for her protection. We already 
knew that we had won the _meet, 
so we weren't about to take any 
chances," said Goodspeed. 
Three other Wildcats made 
the contributions that will be 
needed down the stretch. Toby 
Kapp tied for second on both 
the bars (9.2) and the beam 
(8.9); Jill Miller won the floor 
exercise with a 9.1 and tied for 
third on the beam, and freshman 
Jessica Downey scored an 8.7 
in the vault and an 8.85 with 
her floor routine. 
"Jill's performance shows 
that we're getting help from the 
sophomores and juniors," said 
Goodspeed. "Also Jessica did 
very well for being a freshman." 
In the UMass meet, as well 
as in the upcoming meet against 
Northeastern tomorrow night, 
thF ·c~ts are con1pctin.g u1ore 
against themselves than against 
the opponents. 
"We're just trying to get 
higher scores," said Goodspeed. 
"We're doing the high level 
rout in-es novl sci we just-have--·--· 
to hit them. Northeastern is · 
pretty strong, in the 171-172 
range, but our overall team 
depth is better than theirs." 
The Wildcats are now 8-9 on 
the season and are still improv-
ing as they head toward the 
ECAC Championship and the 
Eastern Regionals. "Our goal 
for the rest of the season is to 
get over 180 fO£ a team score,"' . 
said Goodspeed. "The top 10 
teams are scoring 182-183 and 
the top team 185-186. We're 
really coming along, but we're 
still making too many mis-
takes." 
As far as the injury list goes, 
Goodspeed has gotten some bad 
news but may also be getting 
some very good news soon. "It 
appears that Nancy McCarrick 
is going to be red-shirted be-
cause of the operation on her 
wrist which hurts us a lot," said 
Goodspeed. "But freshman Mi-
chele Sawyer (who broke her 
foot a couple of weeks ago) is 
getting her cast off Wednesday 
and if the prognosis is good we 
may have her back for the bars 
at the Regionals." 
With Gillies not seeing much ·but Rota leapt to_· his feet and 
action in the UNH net, perhaps gloved it down. For his effort 
the nicest save of the day was he received a standing ovation. 
Wildcat Todd Black(22) intently guarding a B.U. player earlier this season. UNH slipped 
by Colgate by one point Saturd~y.(Steve L~rigevin file photo) -
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Men's hockey team stymies Friars 4-1 
By Chris Heisenberg 
With their best defensive 
effort of the y~ar, the UNH 
Wildcats got revenge a_gainst 
Providence 4-1 Sunday after-
noon. The win moved the Wild-.. 
cats within one point of home 
ice in the playoffs with a game 
in hand. 
UNH now has an 11-20 
record and 22 points. Northeast-
ern is right in front of them at 
11-20-1, and Lowell is right 
behind with a 10-20 slate. UNH 
faces Lowell tomorrow night 
at Snively, and then closes 
against Northeastern and Lo-
well. · 
But the story of the Provi-
dence game was the defense, 
which limited the Friars to only 
18 shots, most of which came 
from the blueline. Providence 
got only a few chances, and got 
their only goal on a powerplay. 
"We used the same forecheck 
that we have b~en," said winger 
Steve Leach. "We executed it 
better today, though. Defensive-
ly we concentrated on covering 
the points." 
arl'4 'l1*y -
The tone of the game was set 
early with the Wildcats killing 
off a hooking penalty to Shane 
Skidmore. UNH easily killed 
off the· pena.lty, and after it 
ended Mike Rossetti batted 
down an elusive puck and 
slammed it over three Provi-
dence players sprawled in the 
crease. 
Chris Laganas(24) taking a slapshot against Providence Sunday. The Wildcats pulled off a 4-1 win over the Friars.(Charles 
Smith Jr. photo) _ 
Rossetti got his twelfth goal 
of the year while the referee was 
calling a delayed penalty on PC's 
Steve Rooney. When Bruce 
Gillies reached the bench James 
Richmond hopped on the ice 
and took a pass from Tim 
Hanley. Richmond broke down 
the right wing and fed Rossetti 
with a pass which he tipped past 
PC goalie Chris T erreri. 
In the second period the 
powerplay, which worked well 
all game l~ng, got two insurance 
goals within a mrnu·re. · r irst 
Peter Douris collected his 22nd 
goal on a David Lee rebound 
· with Mike Brill in the penalty 
box, and then Lee surprised a 
crouching Terreri with a slap-
shot over his shoulder. 
The only answer Providence 
would get was an Artie Y eoma-
lakis powerplay goal from Steve 
Rooney and Tim Army. 
"This was a good game start-
ing in on the playoffs," center 
James Richmond said after the 
game. "If we can keep playing 
that way hopefully we'll get 
home ice. Our rotations (players 
shifting to cover for each other) 
worked really well. 
"We worked on the power-
play a lot this week, and we 
decided we have to shoot more. 
Today we were moving the puck 
really qnickly on the power.flay 
which got us many opportun-
ities." 
Leach agreed with Rich-
mond's assessment. "The pow-
erplay was lacking confidence, 
but we got it back today. It was 
just a matter of it coming 
together. We have two games 
The UNH women's hockey team edged Providence 4-3 in overtime over the weekend to regain 
first place.(Robin Stieff file photo) 
left at home, aµd we want to 
peak for the playoffs. We've got 
to have strong defense for the 
playoffs, like we played today." 
GAME NOTES-Freshman 
Mike Glennon saw his first 
action against Providence on 
a line with Rick Lambert and 
M.HOCKEY, page 27 
Lady Cats claw to 
win over Friars 
By J. Mellow 
If one smokes cigarettes, a 
carton was spent. If one chewed 
fingernails, all ten were gone. 
Not to include ulcers. 
Twenty-eight saves by goalie 
Cathy N arsiff and an overtime 
goal by sophomore Vivienne 
Ferry led the women's ice hock-
ey team to a 4-3 victory over 
Providence College Sunday in 
Providence. The win puts UNH 
at 2-1 with Providence in league 
play so far this season, 2-2 
overall. 
.. After the game, head coach 
Russ McCurdy stressed the 
importance of this game not 
only where standings are con-
cerned, but for team confidence. 
"We needed a win against this 
team," said McCurdy. "It was 
a hard fought victory, I'll say 
that. It came down to two teams 
locked in a tremendous battle; 
I knew the goaltending would 
be decisive and that's the way 
it turned out," he added. 
Providence's Cindy Curley 
opened the scoring with the only 
tally of the first period on an 
unassisted goal at 15 :20 and 
scored again a-t 4:34 of the 
second on a pass from right 
wing Donna Salvoni. 
At 10:49 of the second period 
UNH was fin ally put on the 
board as Cheryl Allwood snuck 
by a PC defenseman and, on a 
pass from Ferry, put the puck 
into the top right hand corner 
over PC's fallen Sue Mussey .. 
UNH then tallied again as 
sophomore Janet Siddall, on a 
breakaway pass from Ferry, 
managed to tie the score as she 
was being hauled down from 
behind. Yet the goal was dis-
allowed and a penalty shot 
awarded, which she then made 
good by lifting the puck over 
a sprawled Mussey. 
Less than a minute later, 
however, Friar Marlene Ricci 
scored on a pass from Sheila 
Guinee, ending the period 3-2. 
The third period belonged to 
UNH, howev..er, and after a 
quick goal from the point by 
Freshman Pam Manning at 
2:36, the Cats held PC to end 
regulation time, 3-3. 
Then with just 1:16 spent in 
overtime, UNH's Ferry swatted 
in the rebound from a Manning 
slapshot, sealing the win for 
UNH. 
McCurdy was u0.arguably hap-
py with the game's outcome, but 
he's not one to "bask in the 
victory," as he warned his 
players not to do. 
"Our first period was poor," 
said McCurdy. "We didn't play 
as well as we were capable of. 
We couldn't find our poise. We 
were just trying to get rid of it, 
get it out of danger:" 
"In terms of three periods of 
play we played a lot better in 
Montreal and we didn't even 
win (that game). We could be 
a little more rink smart-hockey 
W.HOCKEY, page 26 
